Microsoft witness
lectures tonight on
anti-trust issues
By JON SILBERSTEINLOEB

Adams to succeed Colte r
By MATTAPUZZO

A.DAMS, MAGNA CUM

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Bucknell University President
William D. Adams isn't shy about
^ ASST. NEWS EDITOR
his feelings when it comes to Colby.
Tonight, Richard Schmalensee, Adams, who was named Sunday as
the lead witness for Microsoft in the successor to William R. Cotter, is
the U.S. Department of Justice more than a little excited at the opporantitrust trial against Microsoft, tunity.
"I think extited would be a mild
t often touted as the most important antitrust case in the second word," he said in a phone interview
half of this century, will present Monday. "I'm extraordinarily enthusihis lecture, 'Antitrust in the High astic, delighted and just thrilled.'"
^ Tech Industry: The Microsoft
The 19-member selection commitunanimously recdnunended
tee
Case." The lecture will be held in
Adams
to the trustees at their meeting
Qlin 01 at 8 p.m.
in
Boston
on Sunday.
Schmalensee is the Gordon
Adams
announced last June that he
Billard professor of economics
would
leave
Bucknell this fall and
and management and dean of the
Sloan School of Management at planned to pursue other opportunities.
"Colby was a place that was very
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology. Schmalensee has attractive to me for a variety.of rea,' . served on the Presidenf s Council sons," lie said. "The general academic
of Economic Advisers in the reputation is very strong and if s getWhite House and is the director of ting stronger all the time. Of course;
the Center for Energy and being assodated with one of the topEnvironmental Policy Research at tier liberal arts programs in the country
was very attractive."
"Adams will arrive with proven
The Microsoft antitrust case
experience
from running a respected
aims to determine whether
where he established a
university,
Microsoft possesses a monopoly.
leadership in areas
record
of
strong
the
Department
of
To prove this,
Justice must show thai Microsoft that reflect Colby's current priorities,"
has used predatory and exclu- said James B. Crawford, chairman of
sionary business practices to elim- the board of trustees.
Adams, 52, has served as president
inate competitors in an effort to
of
Bucknell
since 1995. Since then, the
further their control over the
endowment more than
university's
industry.
doubled
following
an intensefirndraisSince the inception of the
spearheaded
by Adams.
ing
campaign
Internet, browsers have typically
next
president
On
Monday,
Colby's
been sold separately from operatsaid
he
intended
to
continue
fundraising systems. By including Interne-t
Hill
.
ing
on
Mayflower
Explorer, a browser similar to
"You never want to waste time
Netscape, with the Windows
thaf s for sure," he said.
fundraising,
for
no
extra
operating system,
But Adams' first priorities/he said,
charge, the Department of Justice
argues that Microsoft is using are "listening and learning."
'Theyhave to be the first thing on
their power in the operating system market to gain control of the any new president's agenda," he
said. ""Learning is the first thing I
browser market as well.
Integrating the browser with
the operating system for free,
CORREC TION
believes the Justice Department,
was not done to raise Microsoft' s
Last week's, article on Amos
profits but was a predatory busishould ha-ve reported that
Oz,
>.. ness tactic, to run other compathe Lipman lecture will be given
nies like Netscape out of business.
Nov. 9 at 7 p.m. in the Page
The Department of Justice must
Commons Room.
prove that Microsoft's intent was
The lecture, entitled "Israeli
to force browser companies out of
Perspectives," will begin with a
business to gain control of the
brief memorial commemorating
browser market.
Krystalnacht, "the night of broAt the same time, however,
ken glass," when the Nazis carMicrosoft insists their intentions
ried out a statewide pogrom
were not to run competitors out of
against German Jews in 1938.
? business but to increase the attracOz is an acclaimed author,
tiveness of their Windows operatwhose
works have been translating system.
ed into many languages.
The Microsoft Corporation
The Echo sincerely apologizes
makes $2 billion in quarterly proffor any confusion caused by the
error.
See LECTURE, continued on page 4
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Ecfio probe a little
piece of his mind.
see page 2

For the latest Maine
election results.

FROM THE

Universit y of
California Santa
Cruz in 1982.
want to do, and listening. In some
ways that starts now, but I will certainly be spending a lot of time
learning and listening to everyone faculty and students - when I get
there."
Adams has been known for most
of his life by the nickname "Bro." He
said his father gave him the nickname in memory of his good friend
who died in World War EL
"I think I do prefer it," said
Adams. "And what's more, I think
I'm stuck with it."
Joining Adams in the President's
House will be his wife, Cathy Bruce,
and their two children. Bruce is a
former member of the U.S. Ski Team
and is a three-time champion on the
professional ski-racing tour. They
have a 10-year old son named Sean
and a 2-year old adopted daughter
named Carmen. While his children
have not seeri Colby,Adams is confident they will make a smooth adjustment to living on Mayflower Hill.
"They love the idea of moving tb
Maine," he said. "They haven't seen
it, but how could you not like

Colby?"
While the student population of
Bucknell is nearly twice that of
Colby, Adams said the transition
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COMMUNICATION

Presidents' Council discussion
regarding the multicultural committee and knows of the sit-in that was
staged last year in Cotter's office.
"The issue of diversity is always
an issue/' he said. "If s a very important one to me, absolutely.".
For the next seven months,
though, he said he will balance serving in his current position and

preparing for June.
"I'm still president here until
June 30," he said. "While I want to
begin to think of Colby in many
ways, I'm mindful of the fact that I
still have responsibilities here at
Bucknell. B-ut at the same time, I
can't express how exdted and how
impressed with Colby we are."

Mp rty the

Mule leads
the Colb y
football fans
Saturday.

Colby teams
didn 't fare
well against
Bates during

. f amily

Weekend,

fail ing to win

a game
against the
Bobcats.

Stories , see
Sports
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Future Colby President Williams '-Br o" Adams.

MORTY'S MULES CANT BUCK FATES
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NEW PRES: Ue^S
^
"Bro " Adams Jets the

RESULTS:

laude graduate of
Colorado Colle ge
and a fulbri ght
Scholar in France ,
receiv ed his ph.d.

won't be a difficult one. And despite
the many differences between die
two schools - Bucknell has a graduate program and has fraternities - he
said he feels he just needs to. get
acclimated to his new surroundings.
"I think much more profound
than those differences is the potential for a much more different culture," he said. "The most important
thing is finding out the particular
identity of Colby. Again, thaf s why
listening is so important."
Adams, A magna cum laude
graduate of Colorado College and a
Fulbright Scholar in France, received
his Fh.D. from the University of
California Santa Cruz in 1982. He
has served on the faculty of Stanford
College and was vice president of
Wesleyan University in Connecticut
before taking the job at Bucknell.
His expertise is in social and
political philosophy, a f ield in which
he says he would like to teach as
soon as he is situated at Colby.
He also has extensive experience
working with Division III athletics.
As the chairman of the Patriot
League, Adams says he is a "firm
believer in Division III athletics,"
and is familiar with the structure
and philosophy of the NESCAC.
. From talking to administrators,
trustees and students, Ad ams says
he feels he has somewhat of an
understanding of the issues he will
be facing next fall.
"Certainly one issue that came up
a lot was how do we keep strengthening Colby and making it a better
institution and a better place," he
said. ""And really to move the quality of experience to the next threshold. Thaf s not to say there isn't satisfaction, but it struck me as a place
that has some aspiration."
Adams also said he is aware of
the importance diversitywill play in
the coming years on Mayflower Hill.
He has heard of the recent
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Exec veto halts mult icultura l committee

In light of this debate, Hump hreys
and religion . .7,
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Microsoft Witness
Lectures : r? • ¦- .

Schmalerisee,.a
lead witness for Microsoft in the U.S.
Department of Justice antitrust trial
against Microsoft, , wiH present
"Antitrust in the High TechIndustry:
The Microsoft Case." The lectureiwill
be held in Olin 01 and will sfcut,at8
p.m. Schmalensee is the Gordon
Billard professor of economics and
management and dean of the Sloan
School of Management at MT. Tonight, Richard

Oz to give Lipma n Lecture

Letters
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at. Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for pub-'
lication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and indude
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.

On November 9, at 7 p.m. in the
Page Commons Room of Cotter
Union, Amos Oz the eminent Israeli

KELLY MARTINvTHE COLBY
ECHO

Editorials
Hie Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call
(207)87203786, e-mail echdads@colby.edu. or fax (207)872-3555.

207* 872*3349

NEWS BRIEFS

^
author and activist for peace in Israel,
will present ""Israeli Perspectives;"
Oz is world-renowned and several of
his publications have been translated
into 31 languages. Oz's . works
explore the conflicts and tensions
that exist in contemporary Israel and
the societal constraints they inflict
upon the people. A memorial commemorating Krystalnacht, "the.night
of broken glass," when the Nazis carried out a statewide pogrom against
German Jews in 1938,;will begin the
presentation.A reception in the Pugh
Center will follow the lecture.

Colb y Mountaineering - ,
Club Presentation

echo@colby.edu

On Wednesday at 8 piri. in Olin 1
Asst. Professor Russell Johnson, will
present "Rock Climbing in the
Desert: From the 70-90's."Sponsored
by the Colby Mountaineering Club,
the lecture will focus on'the evolu^
tion of free climbing and big wall
climbing in the American west.
Areas discussed will include the
Canyon lands, Oak Creek Canyon,
and the Black Canyon.
'

BUNCHE LECTURE

Seeking Ecstasy? Better think twice

By MEGAN CASSELLA
STAFF WRITER

AMITY BURR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Charlene Teters speaks at "prisoners of Image," the Dr. Ral ph
T. Bunche Symposium. Terers spoke Saturday in the Page
Commons Room of Cotter Union. Her address discussed the
negative images of Native Americans portrayed in the media.
The event was sponsored by the Four Winds.

I LEGAL CONSEQUENCES

• Possession of ecstasy
When five randomly selected
Colby students were asked if they
can result in one year in
knew anyone that had experiprison if sentenced and a
mented with Ecstasy, all five said
$1,000 FINE.
that they knew at least one individual that had used the drug.
"Colby students have reported
• Manufacturers and
an increase in the use of Ecstasy
dealers are subje ct to
on campus," said Alden Kent,
physician's assistant at Garrison
fines up to $125,000 and
Foster Health Center.
up to 15 years in prison.
According to Kent, Health
Center physicians have informed
Colby Emergency Response mem- th at alter the structure of legal and
bers as well th e Student Health on illegal substances.
Campus committee of the reportThere are several different
ed increase in Ecstasy usage and ty pes of pills. Some forms of
both groups are taking measures Ecstasy include red and black capto inform students of the hazards sules, known as "Dennis the
of this drug.
Menace," "White Doves" - white
3-4 methylenedioxymetham- pills with dove imprints, "hamphetamine (MDMA), or Ecstasy as burgers " -white or off-white
it is known on the street, is classi- tablet s and "Disco Biscu its" larfied as a Schedule 1 drug: a dan- gish flat white tablets with brown
gerous narcotic that has a high speckles.
potential for abuse and serves no
Because Ecstasy is illegally
medical usefulness.
m anufactured, there is no guaranIt is a designer drug, which tee that a pill a user takes is puremeans that it is made in under- ly Ecstasy. There is no quality conground laboratories by chemists trol during the 'manufacturing

process, making it easy for toxins
and contaminants to enter each
capsule.
"The acute effects of Ecstasy
range from an exhilarated euphoria to a sense of calm relaxation
lasting from 2 to 4 hours," said
Kent. .
The drug enters the bod y and
gets to this braiil, which is the con- ;'
trol center for all thoughts, actions
and sensations^ All these are controlled by different chemical messengers called neurotransmitters.
• According to the National
Institute of Health, Ecstasy affects
the neurotransmitter called serotonin, Serotonin controls our sensations of hunger, fatigue and
depression.
Ecstasy causes a "high" by
increasing serotonin production.
When this happens, the user no
lon ger feels signs of fati gue,
hunger or thirst but instead feels
energized as if he could "rave all
night."
The user cannot tell that he
may be hungry or thirsty because
his body is blocking those signals
from him. When the drug wears
off , the user becomes severely
depressed and extremely tired.

Doctors are worried that in ,10

to 15 years, there may be a generation of suicidally depressed people who have used Ecstasy ,on a

regular basis." '
J . A ll>
According
to
Kent,
"Hypothermia or overheating
may result from using tfie drug
itself or from the prolonged
increase of physical activity^ ,s;uch
as dancing, associated with using
the drug."
Signs of hypothermia include:
disorientation, increased.: pulse
rate, a rapid pounding heartbeat,
dry hot skin, an absence of sweat:
ing, seizures fainting and difficulty breathing.
Dehydration proceed s the
onset of hypothermia. Because
alcoh ol is a d ehydrating < substance, u sing Ecstasy and alcohol
together increases the risk of
hypothermia. Along with , the
dehydrating effect s, Ecstasy can
also cause heart, liver and kidney
failure.
Not only are there effects on tlie
body, but Ecstasy also effects the
brain. A recent Johns Hopkins
stu dy reported that using Ecstasy
twice a day for four days can lead
to long-term brain damage.

Of Bisons and Flecktones
'BRO' ADAMS SHARES HIS THOUGHTS IN A CANDID INTERVIEW
For years , the Ec ho has had a tradition of sit ting down with the Colby

president and finding out the man
behind the Mu le, so to speak.
President William R. Cotter 's candid
interviews with Dan Maccarone '98
revealed such things as Cotter 's
favorite lollipop and whether he
liked Will Sm th.
So, when the Echo got the opportunity to ho d a phone interv iew
with Colby's newest president, it
seemed only fitting that we show the
campus wha t makes William "Bro "
Adams tick. Without further ado, the
first , of many , interviews with the
next Colby president.

Echoi You're taking over In the Fall
of 2000. Do you plan to use the word
millennium a lot in your inaugural
address? ' • .
Bros Well it might appear once or
twice but I'll try to, spare everyone the
overuse of the word ^millennium/
Echoi Speaking of the millennium,
what interesting challenges will you
. : foci taking : over Colby after .; th« Y2K
destroy*'civilization
as we know ' {tt?
b pg
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Bro: I hope there are no challenges to
take over. I assume Colby will have perfectly mastered Y2K and we'll be ready
to roll.
Echo: What would you say is a better
mascot, the Bucknell Bison or the Colby
White Mule?

Echo: What is your favorite beer?
Bro: Sam Adams. I think the regular
one, the amber. After all, it's a namesake,
I like wine too. I like beer and wine. I
tend to stick with those two,
Echo: Did you buy a Colby t-shixt
from the bookstore yet?

Bro: I just bought the relatively recent
Van Morrison CD; which I like. I listen to
a lot of Cuban Music and African Music.
I also listen to a lot of Brazilianmusic.
Bro: I think I'd have to say, personalI just bought that new , collection of
ly, skiing. That's probably number one new and old stuff by Ma r# Chapin
for me. I'm a runner so I do a lot of run- Carpenter. We're getting the 'Counting
ning and a lot of biking. I also love to Crows to play here at Bucknell and I'm
play golf. I also like to watch skiing. I going to see them. Oh yeah, Bela Fleck
like to watch college football and I like to and the Flecktones, they're big on my
watch live college basketball. Bucknell's list. You should pick them up.
got a good basketball team. I like to
watch live soccer and lacrosse.
Echo: You Were the vice president at
Wesleyan. Did you leave there because
Echo: Now you're just listing every you knew all the other NESCAC
sport you can think of, aren't you? 7, schools could never match up with
Colby?
Bro: Yup, every one, Did I get them
¦
.
77;; 7 '7":
all? ' '
Bro: Yes I did. Frankly, that's exactly
' ,
¦ ' " ' "
:^tiH$ the reason,
Echo: I think so. Moving on to music, Va ""¦; ¦ .' y '
.y
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what's your favorite Naughty by Nature
Echo:
So
this
has
been something of
song?
a lifelong dream for you , This is what
Bro: I don't have a favorite Naughty you 've been Working lor the past six or
by Nature song. Naughty by Nature Isn't eight years?
In my collection, but I'm open to It. Send
Bros This is, It's coming back home,
,
me fl CD.
ve
I' been getting ready for it,
Echo: I don't own one. I don't think
Echo: Hare you ever seen anything
anyone here lias the CD or a favorite
Library?
song. But we got them to come here for prettier than Miller
,,
¦ ¦¦
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a concert, What music bioyou listen to?
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Bro» No. neve*.
Echo: What is your favorite sport, to
play and to watch?

Bro: That's a great question, I would
Bro: I have a Colby sweatshirt and a
say they shore a lot, in that they're hard Colby t-shirt. I didn't purchase them.
to represent in powerful dynamic , They were given to me as gifts and I have
images. But I think 111 move very grace- them ready to wear as soon as I get to
fully from thinking of tlie world in terms Colby.
of Bisons to thinking Of the world in
terms of the White Mule. I think it'll be a
Echoi It must be tough moving from
natural transition, There certainly could . one school to another. Do you have to
have been harder transitions to make,
completely redo your wardrobe? I ,
mean, you probably pick up some interEcho: While we're on the subject of esting clothes.
White Mules, are you aware that our
hockey team rules? if so, was that a sigBro: It is tough, That's why you don't
nificant factor in deciding to come want to change schools too often. I have
hero?
a San Francisco 49'ers jersey signed by
Steve Young that was given to me by the
Bro: To be honest, I wasn't ftware that Bucknell football coach, It's hanging in
tlie hockey team was ruling lately, but I my closet. I haven't worn it but maybe
remember when I was at Wesleyan that I'll wear Hat Colby.
the Colby hockey team was very good., I
I also have a Bucknell lacrosse jersey
feel that Colby is both Intellectually and that I wore in an alumni game here. I
athletically active, I hope It to be so; So, almost died in that game. I think it was
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Skateboard er
population on
rise at Colb y

Gerry Boyle '78 is
new magazine editor
?By JACQUELINE

OGUTHA

STAFFWRITER

Gerry Boyle 78 is facing an interesting transition that in some ways
brings him right back to where he
started. The acclaimed author and former newspaper columnist and editor
* moved into his new- office on the
fourth floor of Eustis, Oct. 1., to take
over as the editor of the Colby
Magazine.
The writer has a long list of accomplishments, including a series of mystery novels, but Colby is in his blood,
' and his return to Mayflower Hill was
something of a homecoming. An
English major as an undergraduate,
*he took creative writing classes with
Peter Harris and Ira Sadoff, current
Colby professors.
Now he's back at Colby, and lie is
looking for the stories that make
Mayflower Hill tick, He's not oxit to
rehash old news or dig up juicy scandals, he just wants to know what's
going on with Colby students, and
write about it in his magazine.
Very much at home in his new
office, Boyle has quickly become reaccustomed to the Colby way of life.
"I like it very much," said Boyle,
who took over the position after serving as news editor of the Morning
Sentinel. "People here are very helpful
and talented."
"Writing has always been my passion," said Boyle, who has authored
five mystery novels, and has a sixth
one, "Cover Story," due for release in
January.
After he graduated from Colby,
Boyle worked in New York and considered going to graduate school for
literature,but deferred his acceptance.
He came back to Maine in 1980 and
has lived here since.
Boyle, his wife Mary and their chil-

When asked about
the goals he has
for the magazine ,
boyle said that he
is workin g towards
makin g the magazine stan d on its

By BLISS MARGARET

WOOLMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

OWN.
dren Emily, Carolyn, and Charlie live
in the town of China. His wife, a
teacher in the Waterville school system graduated from Colby in 1978 as
well and was also an English major.
The new position will offer him an
opportunity to return to doing what
he does — and loves — best. Writing.
"My experience has been at the
Morning Sentinel as a columnist, and
last yearas the full time NewsEditor,"
he said, and added that working as
Editor of the Colby Magazine "would
be an opportunity to do interesting
writing about interesting people, at a
different pace."
The Colby Magazine is issued
quarterly and goes out to alumni, parents, friends and benefactors of the
college. In Boyle's opinion, the magazine is a resource for the college, and
an opportunity to explore the body of
people that the college has influenced.
"The students,alumni, parents and
faculty of Colby College are such a
gold-mine of compassionate people
doing interesting things that should
be explored and illuminated," said
Boyle. "There are some good stories
out there."
Boyle has a staff of eight who work
as designers, illustrators, writers and
editors. "They are all very bright and
creative," he said, adding that plans
were already underway for several
changes. "Design changes are already

With a cold Corona in hand and
showing off his battle scars, Andrew
Hicks '02 describes his worst skateboarding aeddent this year: a collision
with fellow skateboarder Jacob
Mentlik '02. Skateboarding from AMS
to Lovejoy,Hicks ran into Mentlik,also
on a skateboard, who was coming
down towards AMS from Hillside.
An increase in such aeddents is the
result of the growing popularity of
PENGUIN PUTNAM INC
stateboarding on campus.
Gerry Boyle '78 brings his experience as an editor and columnist of
"My worst aeddent happened last
the Morning Sentinel to the pages of the Colby Magazine.
year in front of Lovejoy," says Evan
Anderson '02. "I was watching a dass
being considered, and the magazine Colby Magazine, that sometimes they when I fell and they all came running
may be wider and bigger, flagging would read the Colby Magazine over to make sure I was OK."
more stories on the cover."
first."
Despite the occasional accident,
Boyle hopes to make the Colby
He noted that the magazine has Hicks and Anderson say skateboardMagazine more lively, appealing and come a long way in the past couple of
ing is not only the best way to get
accessible, making stories "jump out years, and commended the work
around campus, but lots of fun top.
at die readers."
accomplished by its former editors. Matt Goehring'02 says he doesn't ride
The Colby Magazine runs feature "They did a good j ob,were good writfor transportation but for fun.
stories about alumni and what they ers, with a good news sense."
Michael Donohue '02 describes
are doing in the world, and serves as
Returning to Mayflower Hill after skateboarding as "one of the most fun
an avenue for faculty members to 21 years, Boyle noted that not only
express their thoughts and talk about had the campus become "more phys- things you can do while drunk at
Colby."
their work.
ically sophisticated," but that the stuEric Zuaro '02 says he has only
"A staple part of the magazine is
dents he had met were "'more focused crashed trying to avoid other students,
the class notes," said Boyle, "Notes on
on the future." His advice to English and believes skateboarding "is all
what different class members are
majors
planning to pursue careers in about the ride, feeling the wind against
doing, as a way of connecting alumni
writing:
your face, knowing if you fall, you'll
even after graduation."
"Get
out
in
the
world,
l
i
v
e
and
get all cut up and bloody." With a grin
He expressed interest in getting
he
showed off his latest cut, a small
accumulate
experiences
to
write
current students more involved, to
mark
on his chin.
about.
Vou
just
have
to
be
focused
give the magazine "more o f a student
Until
he got his license this summer,
and
work
hard,"
he
said.
feel."
Hicks
used
his skateboard as his priis
exdted
about
working
at
Boyle
When asked about the goals he has
mary
means
of transportation in his
Colby,
and
enthusiastic
about
what
for the magazine, Boyle said that he is
native
Santa
Barbara, California.
lies
ahead.
"The
people
working
for
working towards making die magazine stand on its own. "The goal is to the magazine believe in the college as Anderson, also from Santa Barbara,
make it such that if someone had a very worthwhile institution," he says the skateboard boom is coming
other magazines of general interest said , "and we are working to try to back. '"Skateboarding has become very
popular again within the last four
like Times and Newsweek, and the spread that."
years," says Anderson. "Maybe if s a
West Coast thing."
However, East-coasters like Hicks
disagree. "Zuaro's from Vermont and
he's a great skateboarder,"said Hicks.
All agree though that Maine is a
bad place to skateboard. "You can't
coast in coastal conditions/' offered
. 420 Kennedy Memorial Drive -Waterville. • 872-5591
Goehring. "Snow, wind and rain slow
you down, making it impossible to

Dana/Bixler scholars named Central Maine Motors
By SUZANNE SKINNER
STAFF WRITER

On Friday October 29, Colby
announced both the Julius Seelye
Bixler Scholars and the Charles A.
Dana Scholars.
Established in 1960 in honor of
Colby's 16th president, Bixler
Scholars are recognized for heir
academic excellence at Colby.
This year Milan Babik '01,
Gayle J. Pageau '02 , Laura V.
Yeamans '02, Sarah R. Toland '00,
Joshua R. Ladieu '02, liana C.
Hobson '00, Nicole A. Poland '01,
Aura M. Janze '01, Ryan M.
Jennerich '00, Marybeth Maney '01
, Justin R. Ehrenweth '01, Heather
E. Olson '01, Erin F. Haynes '02,
Michael J. Alto '00, Benjamin
Stockwell '00, and Christina B
Gungova '02 were named Bixler
Scholars,
For the past 34 years, grants for
the Dana Foundation have been

given to students who show
strong academic performance and
potential for leadership.
Thomas F. Curran '02, Erin M.
Edinburgh '01, Aaron M.
Megquier '01 , Hillary J. Bouchard
'02, Charles R. Langelier '00,
Jonathan H. Ryder '02, Meghan A.
Kreider '02, Maribeth Saleem '02,
Jessica L. Weisbein '01, Ryan M.
Wepler '02, Jason M. St. Clair '00,
Sara Mr. Gross '01, Kimberly L.
Schneider '01, Erin B. ColeKaragory '00, Melanie L. Morin
'01, and Yuliya H. Komska '00
were named Charles A. Dana
Scholars.
The students received their
awards at the inaugural lecture of
the Dr. Gerald and Myxa Dorros
Chair in Life Sciences. This year,
Shari and Stephen
Uldrich D-unham presented a
lecture on Metals in Biological
Systems: Natural Functions and
Medicinal Uses.
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This year's Li pman
lecture , 'Israeli
Perspectives / will
take place Nov. 9, 7
p.rn. in the Page
Common s Room.
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skateboard."
"The reason we skateboard so
much," said Anderson, "is because we
have such a long off-season. It is
impossible to skateboard for six
months of the year here. I only skateboard on campus because I'm afraid of
the townies."
Matthew Koontz '02 says his
favorite ride on campus is to go from
the senior apartments to the athletic
center, something he can do with minimal effort in two to three minutes. The
freedom he seeks on his board is often
inhibited by students who are walking
complains Koontz. "Pick a side and
you'll be safe," he commands.
"Skateboards are controllable and you
won't get hit. We [will] sacrifice ourselves before we sacrifice you [the
walkers]."
Anderson agrees with Koontz but
finds it offensive when people leap out
of his way. "Who do you think I am?
I'm not going to hit you,"he says.
Goehring and Anderson who share
a room say they enjoy skateboarding in
the room, but that it often annoys their
neighbors. "They [the neighbors] complain that they can hear us skateboarding at night even when they can't hear
our music."
Skateboards are more then just foi
fun and getting around, but versatile
tools that can be used for a variety of
applications.
"I actually slept on my skateboard
once," said Anderson, "by far the most
ghetto thing I've done this year."
Hicks once used his skateboard as a
clipboard when taking an exam. "I ran
out of time on my exam,but my pro-:
fessor let me finish it outside his office.
I filled two blue books while writing
on my skateboard," said Hicks.

Lipman Lecture
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Skateboards are
more then j ust
for fun and
gettin g around ,
but versatile
tools that can be
used for a variet y
of applications.
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Maine : 'No' on 1, 'Yes ' on 2
Schedule 1drug.
"At a time when drug use represents a major
threat to our society in particular our youth, it is
extremely important to rely upon sound medical
studies rather than anecdotal information to determine the proper place of marijuana under the
Controlled Substances Act," said DEA Administrator
Thomas A. Constantine.
ByMATT AI^ZZa :^^ :'
The DEA was against similar initiatives that
EP ITOR IN CHIEF
passed in California and Arizona.
"Both ballot initiatives are masquerading as
Voters strongly ; supported the medicinal use of
marijuana Tuesday, and rejected the proposed par- humanitarianefforts,when in fact they are thinly distial-birth abortion ban. But on the whole, voters guised excuses to legalize drugs," said Constantine in
seemed willing to say "Yes"on most issues. The rejec- 1996. "This is dangerous, irresponsible and an abrotion of Question 1was, in fact, the only referendum gation of society's responsibility to serve and protect
our citizens."
that did not pass.
Regardless, voters made Maine the eighth state to
Wednesday;
With 88 percent of precincts reporting
61 percent of voters supported The passing of enact a law that allows patients to use the drug iri
Question 2, which makes it legal for sufferers of cer- medical situations.
Question 1, which would have banned the partialtain illnesses to grow and use small amounts of marijuana when approved by a doctor, means the legisla- birth abortion procedure, failed as 55 percent of the
electorate voted "No." This marks the third time is as
tion could take effect within 60 days.
The vote caps of a nearly $650,000 campaign by many years that the measurehas failed. The first two
the Portland-based Mainers for Medical Rights. attempts came out of the state legislature, but failed
Opposition to the referendum was spread largely by in die face of Governor Angus King's threat to veto
such a bill.
word of mouth.
Proponents and opponents of the bill each spent
The list of qualifying ailments includes persistent
nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite from AIDS or can- an approximate $1 million on their campaigns.
cer treatments, glaucoma, and seizures or musde Opponents said the test of the referendum was too
spasms from chronic diseases, such as epilepsy or vague and could have banned all abortions in Maine.
Recent court decisions on similar legislation in
multiple sclerosis, according to a report in the
other states could set up a showdown in the U.S.
Portland Press Herald.
The law allows for a usable amount as up to 1.25 Supreme Court, the Press Herald reported.
In September, the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
ounces of marijuana and up to six marijuana plants,
no more than three of which may be mature and Appeals in St. Louis struck down bans in Nebraska,
Arkansas and Iowa, calling them unconstitutional.
flowering.
Opponents of the bill indude the U.S.Department But last month, the U.S. 7fh Circuit Court of Appeals
of Justice's Drug Enforcement Agency, which has in Chicago ruled that bans in Illinois and Wisconsin
been vocal about its stance to keep marijuana as a are constitutional.

Voters reject abortion
ban , support medicinal
marijuana

MAC: SGA addresses

racism

Continued f rompage one
Orientation and Homophobia; Gender and Sexism;
Ethnicity and Ethnic Bias; Religion and Religious
Discrimination; and Social Class and SocioEconomic Bias.
In the proposal for the new committees,
Humphreys outlines the structure of the sixcommittee system:
"Each component committee will use the
mandate of the MAC as a guide for investigation
of its individual component issue. Each interlocking committee will be responsible for distribution of agendas and minutes to the full MAC
and other component committees."
According to the Humphreys' proposal,
membership of the new committees will consist
of "one administrator /staff, faculty,and student
representative from each of the six component
committees established under the purview of the
MAC. The committee will elect a chair and student co-chair at the first meeting of each academic year. The six interlocking committees will be
composed of two representatives of the administration staff, the faculty, and the student body;
and one member from each of the other interlocking committees who will be ex officio voting
members. Thus, each interlocking committee
will be. finally composed of 11 members."
This proposal will be discussed in Tuesday's
meeting of Presidents' Council, but already,
members are voicing concern.
"I can not support Ben's new motion because
I do not think he has listened to what the students want and are ready for," said Sanders,
"...A committee is only as strong as the people
who want it and so far Ben Humphreys is the
only one who wants it."

LECTU RE: Schmalensee discusses Microsof t monopoly deba te
Continued from page one

The Microsoft
Cor poration makes $2
billion in quarterl y
profits. schmalensee said
he would " absolutel y
not " inf er from these
fin ancial results that
microsoft has mono poly

its. Schmalensee said he would "absolutely
not" infer from these financial results that
Microsoft has monopoly power.
Microsoft "faces significant long-run competition that prevents it from charging monopoly prices," said Schmalensee. If Microsoft had
a monopoly, according to Schmalensee, they
could charge PC makers 40 times more for
copies of Windows than they currently do.
In a recent article, MSNBC reported that
Microsoft invested 100 billion dollars in the
development and creation of its Internet
Explorer. The Justice Department questions
why Microsoft would invest so much in development and then give the product a way. In
response, Schmalensee said, if Microsoft sold
three percent more copies of Windows in a single year, they would make back all the money
spent in development for Internet Explorer.
The defense uses this reason to argue that
providing Explorer for free was not predatory,
but a legitimate business tactic to make
Windows more appealing to consumers.
"Microsoft produces a very quality product
and sells it at a fairly low price, something
monopolies don't normally do," said Herbert
E. Wadsworth Professor of Economics Jim
Meehan, who has been instrumental in arranging Schmalensee's visit. "Netscape still has 55
percent of the browser market."
Claims that Microsoft wants monopoly

POWER.
power in all realms is erroneous according to
Meehan. Instead, it seems more likely that
Microsoft seeks to prepare itself for the evolution of the high-tech market as the Internet
begins to play a larger and larger role.
In the near future, believes Meehan, the
type of operating system a PC has will be
unimportant because all the applications one
needs may be run directly off the Internet.
If Meehan is correct, the type of operating
system a PC has will be moot so long as the
user can get on the Internet quickly and efficiently.
While "Microsoft is a hard competitor, I
don't see they have really constrained competitors," although they have "probably
stepped across the line" on certain occasions,
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Alpha Epsilon house until Nov. 15 to
. find new lodging.
"they have to be tbldihey aren't
children anymore," sadd chairman
Daniel Pokaski. "I don't think they
Trinity College
even have a due."
Hartford , Conn.
following ._a party . at Sigma
Fifteen thousand dollars have Alpha, fraternity members drove a *
,
been embezzled from Trinity groups of women back to Wellesley
College. Although the administra- on Sept. 3 and dropped the intoxition refuses to release the names of cated student off at a hospital. She
those involved, it has been con- was treated and released.
firmed that at least one student was
Two years ago, the Licensing
stealing money from the school last Board revoked the dorm license of
year and that the student involved another Massachusetts Institute of
had a possible accomplice in the Technology .fraternity, Phi Gamma
theft.
Both these students have Delta, after an 18 -year-old fresh- <
since Tjeen expelled from Trinity.
man, Scott Krueger, diank himself
The fraud was discovered when into a coma and died. The fraternity
people in the Business Office were eventually disbanded.
investigating
the
Student
Sigma Alpfya lawyer Carl King
Government's debt. A private said the fraternity was disappointed
accounting firm had been hired to by the board's decision.
investigate this debt and noticed
:' l.
that a certain account experienced a
higher degree of activity than nor- Drunk Student(s)
mal. After investigating further, destroys tr£e
*<
they found that certain individuals Bates College
had misused funds.
Lewiston,MB
As result Trinity College will
When most students think of
replace $15,000 of SGA debt and has dorm damage images of cigarette
put a number of new checks and burns, vomit in bathrooms, and brobalances in place so that future fraud ken windows come to mind.
can be avoided.
However, last weekend at Bates the
Trinity College has not decided dorm damage was; in ihe form of a
whether to press charges against the cut-down tree. It appears a tree outtwo individuals at this time. (The side of Smith Hall w,as cut down by y
.
Trinity Tripod)
drunk Bates students and dragged
all the way to Bates'O Lake Andrews
Fraternit y closed
and left on its banksrThe damage is
estimated at $800. Several people
MIT
are suspected of the crime and Bates
Boston, MA
An MIT fraternity accused of administrators have promised that
serving alcohol to an underage there would be a judicial response.
Wellesley College student lost its (Bates Student)
dormitory license Thursday. The
Compiled by Garejth Osborn
Boston Licensing Board gave residents of the off-campus Sigma

Trinity students
accused of
embezzlem ent
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said Meehan. "It would be a drastic mistake to
tell Microsoft they can't sell operating systems
and browsers together because that may in fact
be the best way to do it."
Needless to say, the judge presiding over
the case has a very difficult, yet influential
decision to make. Most importantly, the judge
must look at conduct and economic theory and
determine weather Microsoft's tactics are profitable solely because they exclude others or
because they were good business moves.
This case, considering the facts surrounding
it, is a very important case according to
Meehan, who specializes in antitrust laws. The
Microsoft antitrust case is the first one of its
kind to be brought against a network industry,
said Meehan. The nature of network industries
promotes the colossal growth of companies
like Microsoft while other companies fall by
the way side.
With this in mind, will antitrust laws have
to be modified to deal with situations like
Microsoft' s? Moreover, if Microsoft is found
guilty of antitrust law infringement, what
steps will be taken to remedy the situation?
Will Microsoft be broken up into an operating systems company and a browser company?
Will they be forced to retract their "exclusionary" practices? Will Microsoft have to publish
certain proprietary information? Possible
answers to these questions ,among others, will
be provided this evening.
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Artist Spotlight: Skavoovie and the Epitones
By SHARON LEE

we're always taking in new stuff.
Ben J.: Takingin new influences.

Parents' Weekend '99 proved to
be a rousing success. Aside from the
great fun the plethora of parents
brought to the campus, Colby
played host to the/10-piece band
Skavoovie and the Epitones on
Saturday night. Before the band took
the stage, it looked as though this
year's Skalloween would have a
deddedly meager/turnout. As soon
as Skavoovie began playing,however, Page Commons Room quickly
filled up to capadty with cowboys,
vampires, Batmen, and guys with
weird green cardboard boxes on
their heads.
Since most of the band members
are still in school, the weekend left
little downtime for them (yes, rock
stars have homework to do too!)
Still, three band members - Ben
Lewis (trumpet), Jon Natchez (baritone & alto saxophones), and Ben
Jaffe (tenor saxophone) - found time
to sit down to chat with the Echo.

Echo: Is there any song writing
process you go through? A ritual,
perhaps?
Ben J.: No ritual.
Jon: The only ritual we have is
learning the song at practice, together. If s not like we send out parts to
each other.
Jon: Different people write different songs and thaf s one thing thaf s
cool about theband. One thing that I
like is that people writes times in different ways; Ben writes his tunes his
way,I write my tunes my way; sometimes we collaborate, sometimes we
don't.
Ben J.: Thaf s why we're always
spreading out [in different directions]. It is very tough for 10 guys to
get together to write one song,
although everyone contributes at
least one thing to each song. If s like,
'Hey,what do you think oi this guitar
line?' or 'How about if I play instead
of what you told me to play, I play
this line?' So it all bounces around.

STAFF WRITER

Echo: So where exactly does the
name Skavoovie and the Epitones
come from?
Jon: There are different versions to
this; I think you [referring to Lewis]
should tell this because you're the
youngest member of the band.
Ben L.: I'm not the youngest member of Skavoovie.
Ben J.:/Well you're the youngest
member present.
Jon: Basically, Skavoovie and the
Epitones'is a name we thought up in
high school.
Ben J.: Well, if you want to know
the logistics of it, Skavoovie is an old
Jamaican word, if s a greeting meaning, 'Hey, whaf s up?'
Jon: If sj the word that ska conies
from.
Ben J.: We were first called the
Epitones, until we had a better name.
The reasoi i why we were called the
Epitones i because I always used to
read the yord 'epitome,' 'epitome'
with a long 'o' sound. I thought that
was how fit looked like it should be
pronounc:a.
Ben L. Like in class, right?
Ben J.i, reah, in dass people would
say read (hat thing, Ben?
Ben L| ...and they'd laugh
Ben J.1 They'd always laugh. We
weren't I going to call ourselves
Skavoo'vie, until Jeremy Mushlin
who now plays with The Slackers,
but use to be in The AUstonians said
that you guys can only open for us if
you call yourselves Skavoovie.
Jon:j So that's how we became
Skavoovie and the Epitones.
Echo: Aside from what Ans
[PurinJ the lead singer] had, in a past
Colby interview, referred to as
"clown music," what are your influences t
Ben J,: Dude, no clown music is..,
Jon: What did you just say,clown
music?!
Ben L.; 1 like clown music!
Ben J,: We have a lot of variety in
the band. I always say thaf s what
keepsj Skavoovie going, it keeps us
fresh. There are 10 guys and we all
get albng. very well; we're all very
good yfrlends. We all like playing
music together, but we all listen to
very! different stuff, althoug h it all
overlaps'.'
Jont There's a lot of common
ground.
Ben J.: A lot of common ground.
Ben L: There's a lot jazz and raggae, but everybody still has their
individual, funny stuff that they listen to, that no one else in the band listens to.'
Jon: But everyone ls always turning everyone else onto new stuff, so

Echo: What do you think of 'The
Growler', your newest album?
Jon: We think if s great!
Echo: Do you think that the group
has changed with the departure of
Kevin Micka and Eric Jalbert and the
addition of Ben Lewis and Ethan
D'Ercole?
Jon: We look at it in a personal
way; we can never replace a man or
classify him. We've always been a...
Ben J.: If s always been a family
business.
Jon: Thaf s a good way to put it,
ifs always been a family business
and we've definitely changed especially at the age we're at now, 22-24,
and we started, 16-18. When you
think about how much anyone
changes between those ages, change
is a natural process. We still play a lot
of the old songs,

/

we sort of straggled outside -the bus. stick rods...
off.
Ans, our lead singer, was one of the
Ben J.: They were so stale and we
Ben L.: My dad watches the
last to be woken up and he doesn't were eating them...when we woke Yankees.
know where he is. So, he looks out up we were starving, so we ate
Jon: So I .happened to be walking
and he sees all these trucks parked them. Then we showered in these home after Game 4 or Game 5 or
around us, like a loading dock. He crazy things that weren't really something and I had to walk home.
sees all these people going inside so showers.
I was so angry I stomped all the way
he's thinking to himself, 'Oh, we're at
Jon: It was supposed to be the home, I stomped home for a mile or
a truck stop, those idiots are going vision of what the future was goin' something.
inside to go to the bathroom. Well, to be like.
I'm just going to go right outside the
Ben J.: Oh, and there was no heat.
Echo: Last question, how much
bus.'
There was no heat, so Barney, our wood could a woodchuck chuck if a
Ben J.: This is when I wake up and roadie , said , 'Make sure you bring woodchuck could chuck wood?
I hear, 'Just what in the hell do you your jackets,boys, because there will
Jon: The woodchuck would
think you're doi ng?' and Ans says, . . be n o. blankets there for ypu.' We chuck the wood out the window.
'Uh, oh, uh, sorry I thought this was were hiding under our coats on
Ben J.: A woodchuck would
a truck stop.' That makes so much
chuck all the wood it could chuck, if
sense [to anyone], but to the officer it
a woodchuck could chuck wood.
made no sense at all. He was infuriated; he says, 'You can't do this here!
The Epitones were quite satisfied
I mean, you do this at a truck stop?!
with their performance, especially
What?!' He was flustered with rage
since they have been on hiatus for
for a second because he couldn't
three months and have not been able
believe it.
to practice. As guitarist ' Ethan
Jon: Ans didn't have any ID
D'Ercole said afterwards, "The show
either, he had to use the photo from
was great!" They made it great for
inside the CD cover as ID,
the audience as well, getting into the
Ben J.: Yeah, but the [officer] guy
holiday spirit by wearing costumes
was making fun of me. I had these
and throwing prizes such as the Jar
old headphones that my Dad gave
Jar Binks Inflatable Chair into the
me and he pulled them out and said,
crowd,
'This is real state of the art, huh?'
There was one small hitch.
and everyone's laughing so I'm sayKeyboardist Eugene Cho was
ing, 'Shut up guys, shut up!*
detained in New York this weekend
Jon: There was the bomb shelter
because, as drummer Ben Herson
in Switzerland.,.
says somewhat sarcasticall y, "He
Bert J.: That wasn't crazy so much these long bunk beds; I think we was plagued with 'food poisonas surreal. In Switzerland there are were only allowed to sleep for 3 ing,'"
government regulations that there hours and. we had to get up. We ate
All in all, the show was stupenhas to be bomb shelter space for these round pieces of bread that we dous and with the set list featuring
everyone, so there are a lot of bomb quickly named sewercakes because such great songs as "Boyo,"
shelters in Switzerland. We played a we were in the sewers.
"Japanese Robot," "Old Man of the
show in Switzerland and we had to
Jon: I always thought they were Mountain," "Catjuice," and the ever
get up at 5 the next morning because called sewer cakes because you popular theme from "Batman," you
we had a long drive the next morn- could imagine Teenage Mutant can't lose. The band members
ing, The club promoters didn't want Ninja Turtles eating them.
themselves were terrific. After their
to pay for hotel rooms for 10 guys
Ben J.: Down one of the staircases encore was complete they milled
that we were going to sleep in for 3 that we couldn't go down because about in the dissipating crowd,
hours, So, they arranged for a friend the door was locked, there was this making small talk with students.
to let us into a bomb shelter were huge mural of Asterix and Obclix, Everyone who spoke with them,
we'd sleep for 3 hours and then we'd they're French comic book charac- from the guys dressed like mumget up. It's crazy, it's very, very ters, It was really great, that was the mies to the girls dressed like
eerie, Then they fed us these cakes one great thing about that.
Britney Spears, seemed impressed
in the morning, There was this trash
Jon: Also the fact that we get to by how friendly and accessible the
bag full of cakes.
say we slept in a Swiss bomb shelter, band was. This was the second
Joa: They were in a box, th ey
time in the past few years that
were in a cardboard box, packed like
Echo: Are any of you Red Sox Skavoovie has played Skalloween,
you would put books in a box, We fans?!
so it is entirely possible that we
opene d them an d ther e wer e th ese
Jon: Yes!!!Yes, l am, [sigh of relief might see them again here at Colby
rows of these round sou* dough from int erv iewer ] I was so pissed a few Octobers from now,

Echo: Whaf s the craziest thing

that ever happened to you on tour?
[question followed by a loud uproar
from the three band members]
Jon: There are a lot of crazy stories. Thaf s what touring's all about
but it's hard to remember all of them.
If s like when someone says, 'Tell me
the best joke you know', you can't do
it, if s hard. There was this time we
were coming back from the Canadian
border from Vancouver to Seattle on
our last tour, We were traveling with
The Ducky Boys and we were pulling
over. We were a school bus with 15
guys, pulling over at the border at 3
A.M., so of course [the border officials] want to take us inside to make
sure we are who we a re an d to check
the bus or whatever, So, they said
park the bus over here and come
inside. Most ol the guys were asleep,
I was driving and yelled at them,
"Hey, everybody wake upl We have
to go outside," So every body went ,
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Skavoovie and the Epitones p lay at Skalloween 1997.
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Thursday,October 4
* Social Sciences and Humanities
Colloquium Series: "Capitalism,
Militarism and the Creation of
American Exceptionalism," with Alec
Campbell, Department of Sociology.
Noon -1 pm, Philson Lounge, Cotter
Union.
* Economics Lecture: "The
Heckscher-Ohlin Controversy on
Crisis Policy," with Professor Benny
Carlson, Department of Economic
History, Lund University, Sweden.
Carlson has written widely on
Swedish economic thought induding
works on Gustav Cassel and Eli
Heckscher and the role and growth of
the state and on the "New
Economics" of the 1930's. 2:30 pm,
Miller 319.
* History Department Lecture
Series: "Bias, Discrimination, and the
Historian's Craft," a round-table discussion moderated by Professor
Richard Moss, with Professors
Elizabeth Leonard, Raffael Scheck,
Howard Lupovitch, and Robert
Weisbrot.4 pm, Lovejoy 215.
* Colby Film Society presents
"Battleship Potemkin," the dassic
1925 Russian film about a riot on
board a warship. 7:30 prn - 10 pm,
Keyes 105. Intro by Professor De
Sherbinin
* SGA Film: "Deep Blue Sea." 8
pm, Lovejoy 100. "That shark movie."
* Economics Lecture: "Antitrust in
the High TechIndustry: The Microsoft
Case," with Richard Schmalensee,
lead witness for Microsoft in the U.S.
Department of Justice antitrust trial
against Microsoft. 8 pm, Olin 1.
Friday,November 5
* Economics Lecture: "Evaluating
Program Effects: What they don't
teach you in your econometrics
course," with Wang Lee, Economist at
ABT Assodates. Noon, Lovejoy 205.
* SGA Film: "Deep Blue Sea" at 7
pm and 9:30 pm
Saturday,November 6
* SGA Film: "Deep Blue Sea" at 7
pm and 9:30 pm
* Music at Colby Concert Series Colby Wind Ensemble, 8 pm, Lorimer
Chapel.
* The Troubles at Stone Coast in
Portland
* G Love and Spedal Sauce at the
Asylum in Portland
Sunday,November 7
* Protestant Chapel Service, 1pm,
Lorimer Chapel.
* Catholic Mass, 4:30 pm, Lorimer
Chapel.
Monday,November 8
*Camp LajimtaInformationTable,
9 am - Noon, Cotter Union Lobby.
* Study Abroad Meeting for Sri
Lanka: 4 pm, Lovejoy 303. If you are
considering where to go for a semester abroad in Fall 2000, consider the
Colby approved ISLE program for
study in Sri Lanka, a beautiful island
nation off the southern tipof India. If s
a wonderful opportunity for anyone
interested in Asia, developing
economies, post-colonial politics,
Buddhism, art and religion, and a
wide range of other subjects.
* MBNA Information Session 6
pm, Whitney Room, Roberts Union.
TUesday, 11/9/99
* 1999 Lipman Lecture; 7 pm, Page
Commons Room, Cotter Union.
"Israeli Perspectives," with Amos Oz,
not ed Israel i au thor an d act ivist for
Israeli peace. Oz has been translated
into 31 languages and is internationally acclaimed. His works explore confl icts an d tensions in contemporary
Israel i society and the constra ints of
ideology, geographic boundaries and
historical traditions. A brief memorial
commemorat ing KrystaJnacht , "the
night-of broken glass," when the
Nazis carried out a statewide pogrom
against German Jews in 1938, will
begin the presentation, A. reception in
the Pugh Center will follow the lecture.
Wednesday,November 10
Colby Mountaineering Club
Presentation: "Rock Climbing in the
DeserJi. From the 70-90's," A look at
the evolution of free climbing and
big wall climbing in the deserts of
American west including the
Canyon lands, Oak Creek Canyon,
and the Black Canyon of the
Gunnison, This lecture will be presented by Professor RussellJohnson
of the Biology Department, 8 pm,
; :'
Olin l. :

BoyIan and Bassett get into Halloween
spirit at tenth annual ghost story event
By JENNIFER RADIL
STAFF WRITER
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Remember the days when your
parents read to you? It was the best.
"Your brain didn't have tb do any
work, all you had to do was sit back
and let your mind float in and out of
the story. Colby students regressed
into childhood Halloween night as
English Professors Charles Bassett
and Jim Boylan read aloud ghost stories in Lorimer Chapel.
The 1999 edition of the BoylanBassett Ghost Story reading marked
the 10th year the two professors
have put on the event together.
However Bassett has read
Halloween-themed stories "in various guises with various people," as
he puts it, for 15years. The event has
been held in various locations over

the years, from the chapel to Bobs to icks," and proceeded to read rhymes
the Foss Dining Hall, but "the chapel by Edward Corey. Bassett later said
has become the preferred venue," jokingly that the poems "were just
awful. The kids just snorted."
Bassett says.
Watching the storytellers enter
Next came "The Green Pants with
the chapel transformed the era from No One in Them" a story by Dr.
modern-day Maine into the days of Seuss, again narrated by a very anithe Salem witch trials. The lights in mated Professor Boylan. Students
the chapel were extinguished, leav- laughed as a flashlight beam was
ing only the glow of grinning jack-o- pointed on the pages to highlight the
lanterns and candles set aimlessly story's main , character, a haunted
about the pulpit. The massive organ pair of pants. "If s a kid's story," said
pipes and elaborate light fixtures, Bassett "but if s very, very funny."
dimly lit and looming overhead,
Next, Professor Bassett read "The
added to the evening's eerie Witch," a selection by Ray Bradbury,
ambiance. The two men strode into and the men took turns reading for
the room in full garb, decked out in the rest of the evening. Selections
covered a broad range of grotesque
black cloaks and witch hats.
interests.
They included the tale of a
Professor Boylan kicked off the
man
whose
wife kills him by sprayi
e
ce
evening by playing a haunting p
on the piano. He then walked onto ing him with firefly sex attraction
the "stage" and announced, "I'll and offering him to the bugs, to the
begin with a few disgusting limer- story of frogs who turn the tables on

Marcy Play ground - aW
Crows battle the sophomore
slump and come out victorious

a taxidermist by stuffing him, to the
concluding selection, a Dave Barry
column entitled "Do Dogs Really
Watch TV?" Though completely
unrelated to the holiday, the column
was a humorous way to end the
event.
.Bassett was somewhat disappointed by the low turnout for this
year's event, which filled only about
two-thirds of the chapel, though he
attributed it to the reading being
held on the Sunday night of Family
Weekend. He left promising the duo
would return next year. All of those
in attendance appeared to enjoy this
now beloved Colby tradition, which
fully encompasses the Halloween
spirit.
A+E Editor Ryan Davis also contributed to this report.

Beer Review

By MATT APUZZO &
MEGHANN FOYE

Brewin ' on the Stone Coast
Well, I didn't see chalk listed as an ingredient, but
who knows what those crazy folks down in Portland
are concocting?
The psychedelic labels and the number 420 can
only suggest that this brew is taigeting a specific
demographic. But then again, why put the time in to
make this beer taste good if you're only trying to
focus on stored people? Natty Light is the nectar of
the gods in the right state of mind.
There is a fruity taste to it, but Meghann is right
when she says it is dry. Thaf s the characteristic IPA
for you, though. It's got the hops that give it the bite,
but the fruit dulls the bitterness that sometimes carries over into the aftertaste.
I'll take this IPA over the equivalent Sea Dog,
Katahdin or perhaps even Shipyard.
If you haven't been to Stone Coast down in
Portland, I suggest you swing by.The big red building makes some of the best microbrews in Maine,
and its sister company, Sunday River Brewing, con-

EDITORIAL STAFF

Stone Coast Brewing Co. is one of Portland's
finest breweries, both for its concerts and its
brews. This week, we put two of its brews head to
head - 420 India Pale Ale and Stone Coast Alt
Beer. But we can't stress enough that beer is dangerous. If it weren't dangerous, why would it be
illegal for people under 21? Only the government
knows what is best for you, and it has never failed
to make the best decisions in every situation.

420 IPA

As India Pale Ales go, this one is quite rich. And
unlike other Maine IPAs, 420 doesn't have the bitter
aftertaste so often associated with the brew.
"This has like chalk in it," said Meghann.
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Fast on the heels of its self-titled debut album and hit single, "Sex and
Candy," Marcy Playground has released their sophomore set,
"Shapeshifter." Many bands that find themselves launched into fame with
a one hit song release a quickly reco rded, poorly written follow-up album
in an attempt to capitalize on their popularity by replicating theisound of
the first album. "Shapeshifter," however, is far from a sophomore slump.
Marcy Playground has taken advantage of its success by using thej experience to hone its style and sharpen its songwrithng. The debut album,while
neatly performed, tended toward simple song structures that made all the
songs seem a little too similar and melodies that went from catchy to^ repetitive in about five listens. The Marcy Playground of "Shapeshifter", proves
itself to be a more mature band, varying song styles much more and giving evidence of more thoughtful songwriting both lyrically and musically.
For evidence, check out the first two tracks on the album. The Uad single,
"Ifs Saturday is an upbeat rock jingle with appropriately playful lyrics.
"America" is a pensive, expansive ballad about the beauty of America.
Also check out the edgy guitar and cartoon theme lyrics pt "Secret
Squirrel", as well as7the: optimistic lyrics of the album's walkingiace closer, "Our Generation." "Shapeshifter" gets the point across with complete
clarity: Marcy Playground has grown up.
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"Alf' is the German word for "old." A lot of alts
will leave a really bitter taste in your mouth, but like
the 420, the Sunday River doesn't have that fault. The
taste is crisp but doesn't leave you tasting it every
time you swallow.Many alt beers you'll come arjoss
in your travels will be wheat beers, but this one doesn't have that wheaty (is that a word?) taste that turns
so many people off.
But this is a bitter beer; there's no doubt about it.
The heavy hops content makes certain of that. This is
a damn good brew, though, and if you like bitter beers,
then grab a sixer of this one and make a night out of it.
"I'd get drunk quicker on the other one," said
Meghann. "Thaf s the scale I measure all my beers by."
OK, then, quick amendment, grab a sixer of the
420, call Meghann x6303, and make a night out of
it.
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Ham (H)
Pepper (P)
Pepperoni (R)
Sausage (S)
Salami (Sal)
Anchovy (A)
Pineapple (Pa)
Mushroom (M)

Ground Beef (fib)
JalapeFfo (J)
,
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Baco
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Artist: Co unti ng Cro w s
Tit le: ''Thi s Desert Life "

Label: Interscope
Rating: B
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After their amazing best selling debut "August and Everything
After,"the Counting Crows attempted a less mellow brand of rock for their
follow-up album , "Recovering the Satellites" in 1996. That album, though
popular with the band's core fan base, was a commercial disappointment.
The mus ic world heard li ttle f rom the ba n d In the nex t several years until
1998's "Live Across a Wire," a two CD set of tracks from the bands tours,
which was met with a fair amount of success, Encouraged by this success,
the ban d ha s j ust released its la test alb um , "This Desert Life," This time,
the band returns to the style of its first album: mellow, gritty, roots-influenced rock. There has, of course, been a good dealy of evolution in the
band's style. Most noteworthy is the piano playingjj pf the bancl's lead
singer, Adam Durltz, Durltz's skill on the keyboard ^as always been a
background feature of the band's musi c, For "This pesert Life," the piano
comes to the forefront of the album. On the tracks "tlangaroimd" and
"Mrs. Potter 's Lullaby" the piano gives the songs a Billy Joel flavored
bounce, On the ballad '. '• Colorblind," tlie piano provide^ a backdrop for
orchestrated melancholy. The band's lyrics reflect the srtme soulful introspection as "August and Everything After." In short, thefcxtended slump ¦.' \
is over, and Counting Crows are back,
\
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77Fvvin Falls Idaho" explores the lives of Siamese twins
By GINA DiBELLA
STAFF WETTER

; ;Wh
a hooker who
aspires to be a model, first sees
Francis TFalls in a seedy hotel she
^ays, "You look pretty normal for a
place Me this." Then Francis's
Siamese/twin brother Blake steps out
from the doorway, and Penny has
the standard reaction of shock. She
runs away from the two men but is
forced to come back for her purse.
"Twin Falls Idaho" tells the story
of Francis and Blake Falls through
their interactions with Penny. The
viewer gets to see a slice of life from
the perspective of Siamese twins the circus scene that is each step
they take in public, as well as their
most private thoughts and
moments. Far from being sentimental the movie is funny and
enlightening and most of all, moving.
When Penny returns to the
hotel rodm for her purse, she discovers that Francis is sick. She calls
a doctor friend to check on the
brothers and unwillingly inherits
the position of caretaker. She stays
a while, giving,them medicine and
food, and talks Jo Blake as Francis
sleeps. As she walks out of the
room, Blake calls after her jokingly,
"I'll call you when I'm single."
By chance fhey meet again on

Directed by Michael
Polish
Written by Michael
Polish and Mark Polish
Starring Michael
Polish,Mark Polish
and Michelle Hicks
Rated R
Running Time: 110

Rev iew Gra de:

A

Halloween night. Everyone thinks
that the boys are dressed up in costumes. Penny, of course knows the
truth, but sees an opportunity for
them to have a night of fun, rather
than simply being stared at as
freaks. She earns their trust, and
with her they will joke and even
sing and play the guitar. It
becomes apparent though that
Penny and Blake have feelings for
each other, which makes Francis
jealous.
Through a series of events,
Penny appears to betray the boys.
Francis wants her out of their lives
anyway. Blake, however, still
wants to see her. The increasing
cleft between the two coincides
wit h the dete rio ratio n of Fr ancis 's

condition. The brothers, who have
always been together, are threatened by separation both emotional
and physical because of Penny
and, because of a sickness that is
only afflicting one of them.
The key to the movie is whether
or not separating the brothers is a
dream or a nightmare come true.
Blake knows, and has always
known, the answer.
When we see the Falls boys,
with their three legs and two arms,
it is bewildering to imagine life
like that. Society usually thinks of
Siamese twins as freaks, as biological anomalies. This movie is fu]l of
scenes of people staring at the
brothers even as Francis suffers in
sickness. That their life is a challenge is a given. The movie moves
past that, though. What it wants to
show is how these two brot hers
interact with each other and how
that shapes their relationships
with outsiders like Penny. As Blake
explains to Penny when she asks
about their lives as circus performers, "We didn't have a problem
with who we were, just the audience who saw us did."
"Twin Falls Idaho" is a breathtakingly beautiful movie, though
its peculiarities may not be for
everyone. The sight of the Siamese
twins is at first shocking and the
director tends to reveal more and
more about their "bodies as the

Mark and Michael Polish star as Blake and Francis F alls in "Twin Fa ll s Idaho."
movie goes on. As played by nonconjoined twin actors Mark and
Michael Polish (who also wrote
and directed), th e Falls bo y s
become increasingly human and
endearing even as they are viewed

as freaks. Their faces are expressi ve, bat not overly dra matic as
they go through a series of heartwrenching scenes. Michael, the
director somehow manages to
make these scenes absolutel y

SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

touching but never sentimental.
"Twin Falls Idaho" is a brilliant
portrayal of the power, necessity;
and pain of human interaction in a
world as cruel as the one in which
the Falls brothers live.

"Geng his Blues" tracks an
inspiring musical pilgrimage
By RYAN DAVIS

A&E EDITOR

Upon describing the basic story
of Roko Belic's new film "Genghis
Blues" to' a friend of mind, I was
asked, "You're not going to tell me
that this is a true story, are you?"
Not only is the film a true story,
ifs a documentary - and one of the
strangest arid most touching in a
while, at that. Simply to describe the
story will make it sound like some
sort of freak' show,but the actual film
is infused with a heart that cannot
come across in mere description.
San Francisco blues musician
Paul Pena, an endearing and genial
man with thick, bushy hair and a
slightly mush-mouthed manner of
speaking, ,is completely blind. In
order to cope with the sleepless,
lonely nights that plagued him after
the death of his wife in the early '80s,
he began listening to obscure styles
of music from around the world on
his short-wave radio.
One night, he came across some
of the most odd sounding, yet eerily
beautiful in the world. Known as
throatsinging, it involves the production of two distinct notes at the
same time within the throat and
bears an uncanny resemblance to the
sound of an Australian digiridoo
only without any instruments. The
music is performed only in the tiny
Russian province of Tuva, just north
of Mongolia.
So intrigued is Pena by

Written and directed by Roko Belic
Featuring Paul Pena and Kongar-Ol Ondar
Rated PG
Running Time: 88 minutes
Playing a Railroad Square November 5-11

Rev iew Gra d e: B+

throatsinging, he dedicates himself
to learning the Tuvan language and
becomes adroit at performing the
region's music. One day, a group of
Tuvan musicians comes to San
Francisco for a performance. Pena
approaches them backstage, introduces himself and begins to throatsing a famous Tuvan melody. The
Tuvans are so taken aback that any
American would understand their
music, let alone be able to perform it,
that they invite Pena to the 1995
Throatsinging Competition and
Symposium in their capital of Kyzyl
("Any place that's got a capital
spelled K-Y-Z-Y-Lhas just got to be
interesting," one of the film's interviewees says).
The remainder of the film follows
Pena, world music DJ Mario Casetta,
and the documentarians as they
travel to a land Pena describes as
"the last adventure outpost on the
planet." Pena meets and impresses
the locals with his skill, prepares to
be the first non-llivan ever to perform at the competition, ponders
what he will do if he wins the grand
prize (a horse), and befriends the
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re gion 's

most
renowned
throatsinger, Kongar-Ol Ondar. It is
said in the film that for Tuvans,
Ondar is "John F. Kennedy, Elvis
Presley and Michael Jordan all rolled
into one." All of these adventures
take place against the backdrop of
the hauntingly picturesque, yet
utterly isolated Tuvan countryside.
Living in America today, it often
seems that the world is so small and
homogenized that we have seen
everything there is to be seen. It
takes a film like "Genghis Blues" to
prove to us that it is a'big, sometimes
weird, and often beautiful world out
SHADOW DISTRIBUTION
there. Had I not seen this film, I am
entirely certain that I would have Paul Pena (left) and Kongar-Ol Ondar are the subjects of the film "Genghis Blues
lived and died without ever hearing
even the briefest mention of Tuva, where in the country is universally man that he does not seem capable
It might be difficult to convince
throatsinging or Kongar-Ol Ondar.
warm and friendly. This is most evi- of speaking an unkind word to any- people to see this highly unconvenApart from the poverty that is dent when he is onstage at the com- one. His dedication to his art, his tional film with you. You'll probably
apparent in many sequences, the petition, blending throatsinging thoughtful meditations on his blind- get questions like "You want me to
film makes Tuva seem almost Utopi- with traditional blues (a style that is ness, and his tendency to be accom- watch 90 minutes of people making
an, at least judging from its unfail- alien to most Tuvans) to wild modating and friendly to everyone weird noises with their throats?"
ingly pleasant and amicable citizens, applause and ovations, Pena is over- he meets makes him seem simply Those who do not see "Genghis
Perhaps the more unpleasant things whelmed by the generosity of his like a guy you would like to hang Blues," however, are missing out or
about the region were simp ly hosts in the country.
out with. A more engrossing and an uplifting, eye-opening and totally
glossed over by the filmmakers; but
Pena himself is such a sweet- accessible documentary subject absorbing movie experience.'
the reception Pena receives every- natured, humorous and easygoing would be difficult to imagine.
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A Semester in the Woods

Live with Britis h
students in the vor y
center as a Registered
Visiting Student of
a medieval college ,», ,
with universit y privileges ,
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toward s Hillside , Left at stop
sign, On your left.

Don 't let your event
get overlooked! If
there 's some t hin g
goin g on , the Echo
wan t s t o know

Summer and graduate study
Washington Interna tional
Studies Council
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Maybe it seemed like,g;goq$|, idea at the.time, who knovys? But whoever came up with the idea to gaye students access to all-campus mailings is
responsible for the dumbest idea on Mayflower Hill in iquite some time.
This became immediately evident when pn>life and pro-choice groups
on campus decided all-campus mailings would be the best way to spread
their political views. The justification given for the fjrst mailing? "Hey;
don't blame us for exploiting a system that somebody else set up arid that
is obviously ripe to fce exploited." For the second mailing?vHey they did it
first, and we don't want them tp get the last word."
So, the only reason .we get for clogging up our inboxes with political
messages is that the inboxeis are just waiting to be clogged.
There's no reason for this system, and the argument that people can
unsubscribe from the system as ridiculous. People can take their names off
credit card mailing lists too, but if s a pain. Add to this that you have to go
to the lTS web page to unsubscribe, and you've just made it easier for people to disregard sudi a waste of bandwidth. Besideis, most people don't
know how to change their e-mail password on-line, much less unsubscribe
from a mailing list.
All campus mailingsshould only be sent out by SGAleaders and faculty members.Any possibleneed by the average student to reach the student
body is overshadowed by the abuse we'witnessed recently.What is worse
is that important information, is going to get disregarded as we get in the
habit of deleting the general announcements before even reading them.

We do not need more committees
Somewhere between the start of school and the past few weeks something has gone terribly wrong. At thebeginning of the year, SGA President
Ben Humphreys outlined a proposal to create one unique committee on
multicultural affairs. This committee would heighten awareness of issues of
' ecu f
multiculturalismon campus.
What honestly seemed like a reasonable way to address the issue has
now spun out of control into a horrible case of bureaucratic red tape. When
the original motion was passed by Presidents' Council to form the single
committee, the Academic Affairs Committee dedded that race and radsm
needed to be dealt with in its own separate, but interlocking committee.
This spun even more out of control with the proposal to create not just two,
but six interlocking committees.
It is plain to see that the proposal to create 6 committees with a total of
66 new members is not just ludicrous, it is unrealistic.
This new policy is simply counterproductive. It gives 66 people the
chance to discuss very important issues that everyone on campus should be
discussing. We don't need to create a new committeeevery time there is a
problem on campus, we need to utilize the resources we already have: our
dorm presidents.
By creating 2 or 6 new committees on campus to resolve the problem, we
are in essence creating an easy out for ourselves to let the rest of the stu7
dents who are not involved in SGA forget about the issues.
What we need is one single committee to outline the issues to relay to
Presidents' Council meetings so that presidents can then bring back these
issues with every resident in the dorm.
We don't need a sub or interlocking committee to address each issue on
campus, we need strong leadership from the top which willbe able to relate
the issues to those not involved in student government. The students committingthese acts of hate will not be affected by the creation of another committee, but might be affected by involved, informative and consistent leadership at the residence hall level.

Colby pride starts in the

stands, with fans

breaks just go the other way.
Those that shouldn't be praised
for
their efforts this weekend are the
Wo rds
fans; myself induded,
One thing that really stood out to
Geoff Ward
me at the football game was the lack
of fan participation in an especially
exdting game. There were those that
did their part to cheer on the team
his past weekend, as you all throughout the game, but the majorknow, was Family Weekend ity of Colby fans were silent. I'm bafThere at Colby. From what I fled as to why this is, and as to why
saw it seemed like there Was a great I was also silent. In doing some selfturnout of family members all week- evaluation I determined that while I
end long and there seemed to be wasn't particularly vocal; I was
plenty of activities and events for there to watch the game and support
those that made the trip here to the team, and I think I did that, But I
Waterville. On Saturday there were still should have screamed more,
a number of games against Bates for
During overtime, > and When
families to attend,
encouraged by the announcer, Colby
Unfortunately our teams had a fans did start to make some noise,
tough weekend against Bates, An 0- but the few thousand Colby fans
3-1 weekend is never anything to were consistently outdone by thef
brag about. I was able to see both the few hundred Bates fans that made
field hockey and football games, and the trip to the game. Having a quiet
while both games were well played crowd is one thing, but being outan d very close, Colby unfortunately done by the oppositions crowd, on
came out on the losing end of both. your home field is another. I was
However, I f eel those teams, as well embarrassed with myself and Colby.
as both soccer teams, should be
So why were we so qu iet? I've
praised for the effort they pu t forth explained myself, but what about
against our hated rivals, Tlie football most of the other fans?
game wa s one of the best I h ave ever
See WARD, continued on page 9
been present at; sometimes the

Ward's
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Swastikas do
kill people

AM I TO

, I am writing to correct a small
mistake in last Thursday's Echo.
Amos Oz, , the. Israeli novelist, is
speaking on Nov. 9, not October 28.
Could the impression I got from two
other articles on Jewish matters also
be in error? The article on Raffael
Scheck's lecture on Hitler tells us
that what is "often overlooked" is
"the number oif Aryans" Hitler killed
to "weed out" bad eggs. As the Echo
reports, "the lecture did not even
address Hitler's atrotities during the
Holocaust." This Of course is the
emphasis of the Echo reporter. But 1
had been under the impression that
Hitler was the greatest ratial massmurderer in history. Perhaps this
faict, and the fascinating discussion
of his "testicles" the Echo provided,
along with the headline —"Hitler,
the Person" —^alerted us to a new,
indusive, and sensitive side of the
Adolf we thought we knew. Who
knows? Perhaps the possibility that
Hitler had a 7'Jewish grandfather/'
as the article discussed in detail,
could lead some to speculate that the
Jews, as Hitler himself thought, were
at the bottom of the whole thing
after all.
This theme is picked up in Jeff
Calareso's piece, graced with its
news-making headline "Swastikas
Don't Kill People." I had thought
that swastikas, from the beginning
of Hitler's reign of terror in 1933,
were closely associated with actions
that deprived the Jews of their property, their dvil rights, their dignity,
and their lives. In a striking consistency with the account of Scheck's
lecture, I learn from Calareso that
"white Christian male[s]" are also at
risk, here at Colby,just as "Aryans"
suffered in Germany. And my history lesson didn't stop there. The
Holocaust, I always understood,
depended on secrecy and Hitler 's
careful veiling of the ultimate,
unthinkable end that was called "the
final solution" as a euphemism.
False, letters were mailed home from
camps, the death camps themselves
were built in inaccessible parts of
Poland, and .deceiving the victims
was always crucial. Or so I thought.
From Jeff I learn that Hitler, that old
anglophile, and a far more cricket
chap than Joseph Stalin,always gave
the Jews a "fair idea" of what was
coming. It sounds, from this
account, that the Jews just didn't
take this very sporting chance they
were given. One thing that is certain
from Jeff's piece: "graffiti," if you're
a "white Chrisian male, certainly
won't be the thing that "gets you" at
Colby, But I have always read the
writing on the wall quite differently.

PARANOID, HIS
ACTIONS WERE

David Suchoff
Department of English

UNDERSTAND THAT IF
HITLER HAD A GOOD
REASON AND WASN'T

SOMEHOW RATIONAL
AND JUSTIFIED?
at best as ridiculous, and at worse as
anti-Semitic. A few points to consider here. 1). You say that Colby isn't a
community, that a community is a
group of people with something in
common. Guess what? Chances are
good you are here for that diploma,
just like me. We thus seem to .have
something in common. 2) I am not
bitter or feeling screwed by the
world, I think you'd find few Colby
students who are or do. 3) I am not a
prostitute and Colby is many things,
but not a whorehouse. 4) I do like
other people, even other Colby students, I find that when I am friendly,
they tend to be pretty friendly back.
5) You don't know the particulars of
the assault case you demonize Colby
for. Neither do I.
That probably means those
involved don't want to have it talked
about, or an investigation is going
on and we aren't supposed to know.
Finally the point that really disturbed me was the assertion in your
piece that stated, "Stalin killed more
people than Hitlei...at least Hitler
killed out of a somewhat defined
hatred and anger. Stalin killed out of
paranoia." Am I to understand that
if Hitler had a good reason and wasn't paranoid, his actions were somehow rational and justified? You go
on to say, "At least with Hitler you
had a fair idea of what was hated,
what was acceptable."
So, basically as long as you
weren't Jewish, Homosexual, a
Gypsy, a cripple, or a handful of
other "hated" things, things were
pretty good under Hitler. He was
just acting out of a sound rational
that pales . in contrast with that of
Stalin who, "comes in number one
on your list" for evil. I am so glad to
hear you can measure evil by a yardstick with the same ease that you
refer to Colby as the proverbial
whorehouse. The swastika is a symbol of hatred that transcends the
individual character of either Hitler
or Stalin.
That hatred affects us all, as does
the assault of a member of our community, If you truly feel the assault is
being pushed under the institutional
rug, investigate it. Show us what we
may have overlooked. Also, try smiling. Most people, even Colby students, tend to react pretty well to
that sort of thing,

WITH CONSIDERATION
TO ALL THIS I
WOULD CALL ON THE
ECHO TO BE MORE
CAREFUL WITH THE
QUALITY OF THE
MATERIAL THAT IT
PUBLISH ES.

one and only "source." I almost
went crazy trying to figure out
who was this mysterious; Vogner
allegedly brought to the attention
of the audience until it dawned on
me that it was really Richard
Wagner. It is true that the purpose
of the German Club lecture series
is to offer a painless way of learning about the Geiman culture, and
to ask for prerequisites would be
stupid and tactless. But now, doesn't a little, a teeny-tiny bit of
research belong to practicing journalism? As well as verifying one's
source. Only staying after the lecture to ask: Did I understand you
rightly?
Organizing and delivering this
lecture required much tact because,
as we all (hopefully) understand,
the topic is a sensitive issue. Why
shouldn't writing about it require
the same? Why not start with looking at the title carefull y? Yes, it is
about Hitler's personality The lecture was designed as an informal
supplement to the regular Colby
classes about Nazism and the
Holocaust in order to show the
side of the dictator indirectly connected with the atrocities.
Therefore the accusation of not
addressing "Hitler's atrocities during the Holocaust" is^ unfounded:
the Holocaust was not the topic of
the lecture because it is the topic of
a number of classes at Colby.
Professor Scheck avoided the
Raffael Scheck numerous sensa-tionalist aspects of
History Department "scholarship" that had been done
on Hitler. He dwelled for a couple
minutes on Hitler's physiological
peculiarities, testicles among others. Jon for some reason found that
the most fascinating aspect of the
lecture, the one to cherish in his
piece of writing. Young minds are
I would like to express my grati- impressionable, but Jon stressing
tude to Jon Silberstein-Loeb for cov- Hitler's testicles above the rest of
ering Raffael Scheck's lecture "Who the personality eould possibly put
was Hitler?" in the Colby Echo last Professor Scheck in an uncomfortweek. I do hope that the Echo con- able position in the eyes of those
tinues to inform the Colby commu- who know how to spell "Wagner".
nity about the German Club events, My impression was that the "testidragging us into the spotlight out of cle myth" has not been! "among
utter obscurity,
those dispelled": on the contrary it
Apparently (to use one of Jon's has been just launched in the artifavorite words), there is a price to cle.
pay for basking in the rays of pubWith consideration to all this I
licity, and I am not sure who is would call on the Echo to be more
Shane Hoffman '00 willing to invest quite that much. I careful with the quality of the
mean not just the complete absence material that it publishes.
o£ coherence and logical argumen- Otherwise it sometimes seems that
tation in the article. As a matter of trying to provide information only
fact, there isn't any argumentation perpetuates ignorance,
at all: the article is just a summary
of the lecture. . Thus, the author
Yuliya Komskai '00
appears to be quoting from th e
Vice-Pres. of the German Club
source.
What struck me about such a
The Colby Echo of October 28, wise scholarl y appro ach t o the
1999, featured a report on my talk trade was that where Jon seems to
"Who was Hitler?" that, I fear, be quoting, he is in reality only
makes my talk look frivolous and interpreting what has been said,
superf icial in some places, Respect Instead of giving his reader a sign
for those who suffered, and still suf- "Here comes my commentary," he
We are writing to let you know
fer, from Naz i atrocities mand ates presents his own impressions how disappointed we are in the covthaf I correct this impression.
under the guise of the literal cita- erage of the abortion ref erendum
In my tal k, I presented findings tion.
and our rally, Rather than focusing
from the latest works by historians
'Silberstein-Loeb tends to mis- on our actions .and the actual vote
and medical professionals on Hitler, spell isn't that en vogue at Colby?! itself, you chose to focus on one of
I did make fun of certain older pop- including, for instance, the f irst
See LETTERS, continued on
ular hypotheses, but only to show nam e of the lecturer, that is, of h is
page
9
how rid iculous the arguments of less

Calareso has it Hitler article
misleading
all wrong
I would like to respond to last
week's editorial written by Jeffrey
Calareso entitled "Swastikas don't
kill people." The underlying point of
the piece it seems was that Colby
shoul d h ave responded to the
assault of an unnamed student earlier., this year as it did in the recent
swastika incident. I do not disagree
with, this point, What'I " did find
objectionable was the way in which
this argument was stated, Your representat ion of the issue came across

serious Hitler biographers had
become because of a stunted and
heavily manipulated source base.
(The comment about Hitler's three
testicles, by the way,is hot from me
but from another historian who
wanted to ridicule sensationalist
Hitler "research.")
The Echo report represented
some of my thoughts on the origins
of Hitler's immense hatreds, but I
also discussed other issues: how
Hitler had managed to be a very
strong dictator while being at times
a lazy and uninvolved ruler, and
how he had been able to gain a huge
and loyal following among the
Germans.
I should also point out that the
report contains quite a number of
factual errors (not to speak of misspelled names - including my own).
In contradiction to the report, I said
that the thesis of Hitler's grandfather being Jewish is by far the least
likely of the three rivaling claims,
although Hitler took it very seriously. I did not say, moreover, that
Hitler killed Aryans to "weed out
the bad eggs;" rather, I stressed that
his - vision included not only the
mass murder of so-called "undesirable"groups but also the breeding of
"better"Aryans, as shown in 400,000
forced sterilizations. (This is an
aspect I find highly relevant for
genetic research in the next century.)
Also, the sentence: "The lecture, as it
turns out, did not even address
Hitler's atrocities during the
Holocaust ..." implies wrongly that I
tried to avoid that topic. But the
crimes are well-known, and there is
much work on the motivation of the
perpetrators. What is still poorly
understood is the genesis of Hitler's
own fanatical hatred, and that was
one of my topics.
But most important to me is to
stress again: the objeds of humor in
my talk were the escapades of some
Hitler biographers, not the deeds of
Hitler and his many followers,
which I consider outside the realm
of even the blackest humor.

Hitler article
had errors

Abortion Rally
Coverage Poor

k .Interlocking edtim
Devils

quoting
scri pture

Jeffrey Calareso

here once was a guy who
hated people. Not all people,
T just certain people - people
who believed in a different god, and
peop le with differe nt skin color
than he had. The hatred in this guy
bubbled and brewed and grew and
grew until one night, in the heat of
his rage , he made his hate known
by scratching a symbol into a door.
This symbol had been used
before , by a big scary group of people who also hated. These people
who used the symbol before had
also killed many, many peop le
because they hated them. This symbol had come to mean death and
pain and suffering for many people.
So when people saw the symbol,
they were offended , disgusted and
fri ghtened. Many had hoped they
would never see this symbol again ,
but there it was, staring at them
from the door.
The people who saw the symbol
or heard about it decided they
would do something so that no one
would ever again do something like
this . They knew that the best way to
make peop le not hate was to teach
them happy thoug hts. They knew
that stuff like what god someone

belieyed in wasn't reall y such a big
deal. They would teach people this.
So they formed a committee on
multicultur al issues with an interlocking committee on race and
racism. Then the student govern ment president effectively vetoed
this decision, forcing it back into the
Presidents ' Council for reconside ration and further debates , while
pressing a new motion for the formation of a committee on multicultural issues with six interlo cking
committees , each targeting a different area of discrimination.
The guy who hated peop le heard
about all the fuss. He tried to keep
track of all the groups that were
being formed and were argu ing
these issues but he couldn 't. He
thoug ht they were very silly people
for what they did.
But then, of course , the guy who
hated people saw the light and was
saved from his hatred and began
loving his enemy and lived happ ily
ever after.
This story doesn't make sense to
me. I don't follow it. I don't buy it. I
don't see the correlation between A
and B and how it relates to C. 1
don't even know what A, B and C
are.
Yes, I believe there is racism on
this campus.
Yes, I believe at least nine out of
10 people at Colby are racist in one
way or another , none of them
health y ways, and we often don't
even know it.

WAR D: Vocal fans needed
Continued from page eight
I guess Famil y Weekend could
be used as an excuse - the game
wasmore something to go do with
your parents then something to
actuall y watch and get excited
about. Maybe people felt like they
couldn 't get as into the game as
they .would have without their
parents here. I would buy that
excuse, except, as some of you
may remember , the same thing
happened during the Bowdoin
football game last year. I was in
uniform for that game, and I can
remember not being able to hear
anything but the Bowdoin fans
while I was on the sideline. >
So what I see here is not an isolated incident , but a trend that
needs to be reversed. We may go
to a small school, and academics
may be stressed over athletics to
such an extent that the NESCAC
doesn't officially maintain standings, but that doesn't mean we
can't give our all in supporting
our teams. I'm ashamed of myself
for not being a vocal supporter of
our team , and anyone else that sat
in silence should be equall y
ashamed.
Ifs not about whether you're a
football fan, or a fan of any sports ,
you don't even have to know
what' s going on in the game to

I'M ASHAMED OF
MYSELF FOR NOT
BEING A VOCAL SUPPORTER OF OUR
TEAM, AND ANYONE
ELSE THAT SAT IN
SILENCE SHOULD BE
EQUALLY ASHAMED.
cheer. Getting into the football
game or any game here at Colby is
about supporting your classmates
and applauding them for the
effort they put into their respective sports while attending a difficult academic school
There 's always all this talk
about the "Colb y community. "
Well, I didn 't see any of it on
Saturday. We go to a school that is
very divided. May be no one
cheers at games because the athletes here are looked down upon.
There are those out there that
despise athletes for whatever reason, and I think at a school that
champ ions tolerance and diversit y
so much , the prejudice shown
towards athletes has got to go. If I
hear one more person complain
about lower academic standards
in admission to Colb y for athletes ,

But no, I don't believe a committee on any kind of issue or any variety of interlocking committees will
change the fact that fear and hatre d
are real, tangible facets of huma n
civilization. And I don't think you
truthfull y believe it either.
Perhaps when some of us
arrived on Mayflower Hill, we
thoug ht we were on the Mayflower
reaching the New England coast, in
a New Land where the Evils of the

BECAUSE AT THE
END OF THE DAY,
WHEN THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ALL
GO TO THEIR HOMES,
THERE WILL STILL BE
PEOPLE ON THIS
EARTH, ON THIS
CAMPUS, IN YOUR
DORM , WHO HATE.
Old World no longer exist. Maybe
thaf s why so many of us tune out to
the outside world , finding it irrelevant in this paradise of humanity.
And when somethin g like the
swastika happens , we think, "My
God, how awful! Lef s put a stop to
this. We can put a stop to this. All
you need is love."
Well, thaf s what Christ said and

our ways of communication - the
mass email we sent out. During our
rall y we successfully attempted to
take over a space that is traditionall y
used in a manner we find offensive
and we wish you would have
acknowledged that and written
abou t our efforts.
As for the feedback we have been
getting about our mass email, we
-thought it was important to correct
any myths circulatin g abou t our
decision to use this method of communication , As the program serves
now, there are no stipulations or criter ia on what you can or cannot send
out to the entire student body.
Fur thermore , this is a service that is
open t o all Colby students. It is not
our job to judge whet her or not this
program need s to be restricted;
ra ther , we were simply t aking
advan tage of a new program available to all Colby studen ts to get their
message heard - whatever message
that may be. It is not fair to say that
It was an abuse of the email system
when , as it stands now, any message
can be sent. Since it is a digest, any
Colby student )can "unsubscribe "
themselves from the list from the ITS
home page. In/the future, mis program may need to be amen ded,
Until then , pjease do not attack us
for allowing pur voices to be heard ,
WeVslmply were tr ying to present
one (tide oi the referendum and send
out informa tion as to how tp register
and yoie. / ,
7/
Colby,Choice Coalition
. , -' 7 77' , ' ./. ' r 7, , . 7 , .' . 7: 7 7:777 '77

Recognizing
the tech crew
In my high school, the technical
theat er club had 'a saying, "Act well
your par t; we'll do the rest. " A play
cannot go up successfully without
lights, sound , costumes, and a set.
Though the audie nce may readily
comment on a particular actor 's performance , it is quite unfortunate that
more attention is not focused on the
technical side of the prod uction.
Behind the scenes, desi gners, technical directors , st age manage rs, and
shift crews are indispensable to the
magic of thea ter ,
Missing from an otherw ise superb
prev iew by Liz Frankel '01 :was an
acknowled gement of the hard work
of the designers and the rest of the
produc tion staff. They put in so
many hours and so much thought
into this product ion and their work
should not be left unnoticed.
"Dangero us Liasons " would be 42
pages of insignificant ; scribbling if It
wrerorrt for the surr eal; set designed
by Dave Berietelloi ^Ol ar id execUtec*
by technical director Dana Hohchuh
'01, the oerle lighting design by
Chesley Davis '01 and Micki Young
'02, The chilling soundtrack by Will
Tackaberry '01, arid1 the' ifyiiring coi»
(times by Amy Ackerman '01 and
Mlcholl e-Nicholle Rnnmirtgs '01,
Though I know that the Echo shies
away, from reviews of productions /
one should pot let excellent thing *go
without pra lie, 777 . . :7 7.777, ;

I am 16 proud of the company of
"Dan gerouf Liasons," I am honored

the propaganda the other side is
spewing.
But maybe you say you want a
revolution. You think you want to
make the hatred stop ? I'll offer you
solutions: Take your faith out of
your elected officials and put it in
yourself. You can't change people
who don't want to be changed.
Don't think you can. The most effective leaders are those who believe in
their own cause wholeheartedl y If
hate is your cause, show your face
and don't hide behind the swastika.
professor emeritus at MIT. It was If love is your cause, ask yourself if
signed by Ted Taylor, a nuclear you trul y believe that. Are you willphysicist at the Los Alamos Labs ing to love your enemy? Could you
from 1949 to 1957 and a staff mem- love Hitler? What about Maril yn
ber of the theoretical division Manson? Why not? Preachin g love
responsible for designing new means loving the most despicable
nuclear weapons. The Advert Mary as you love your dosest friends.
Olson, a nuclear waste specialist for
Committees kill people because
the Nuclear Information
and they are superficial solutions to the
Resource Service signed it, along superficial side of problems.
with many others who are special- Imagine if each scrap of time spent
ists in the field of nudear weapons on every argument or discussion
and responsibility around the this campus has had in the last few
world.
weeks on these committee s had
You may think about it for a instead been time spent reflectin g
while. Perhaps it will linger in your on what you believe, not what the
head for a day or so. Then, like college is doing about it. What if we
Keyser Soze, if 11 be gone. Maybe suggest to the guy who hated peoyou'll hear a government offirial ple that he thbnk about why he
say things are OK. Or one of youi hates, not what sort of committ ee
friends will say ifs all superstition. will best handle the multicultural
Or maybe you'll ju st find something crises at Colby?
good on television.
So many problems will just disappear if we stop thinking about
them. All we need to do is believe
Jeffrey Calareso is a weekly colum

TAKE YOUR FAITH
OUT OF YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS AND
PUT IT IN YOURSELF.
YOU CANT CHANGE
T
PEOPLE WHO DON'
WANT TO BE
CHANGED.

I'm going to be sick. I could care
less about how anyone got into
this school, whether it is because
of high SAT scores, or wealth y
contributing parents , or athletic
skill; it doesn't matter. What does
matter is that we're all here
together , and the disdain between
groups has got to go if we are to
reall y become a "community. "
And one simple way to start
that community building is at
games. It doesn't have to be abou t
the sport , it can be about support
for the team, and even more, support for the school which includes
everyone here. Team spirit translates into school spirit.
So let' s all resolve to show
more " support for our ' classmates
and our school in general at
games . There 's another home football game against Tufts this weekend and after that , a game at
Bowdoin. We can go down there
and give them a taste of their own
medicine.
While I can't do anything about
my silence at the Bates game, I
plan to make up for it these coming weeks, and I think we should
all resolve to do that.

Geoff Ward is the Op inions Editor

LETTER S: Dangerous Liasons
Continued f r om page eight

thaf s what John Lennon said and
so did Mohan das Gandhi , Martin
Luther King, Jr., and myriad others
and you know what happened to
them? They got killed. Because at
the end of the day, when the committee members all go to their
homes, ther e will still be people on
this earth , on this campus , in your
dorm , who hate.
I can read the Echo story and
believe it will all go away now, now
that there 's a committee to handle
the problem / but I'm only kidding
myself.
The state of denia l 99 percent of
us are in ought to be emba rrassing.
I can tell you the world as you
know it will end on Dec. 31, 1999 in less than 60 days. I can tell you
about a full-page ad in the New
York Times on Oct. 22 that outlined
how and why this is so. I can tell
you about the American-designed
computers in nuclear reactors on
five continents which are, in many
cases, likely to go into meltdown as
a result of Y2K, and the 4,400
nuclear weapons on hair-trigger
alert in the United States and former Soviet territories which, when
combined with likely human error ,
could easily prevent Jan Plan 2000
from occurring.
I can tell you that the advertisement to which I refer was signed
not by paranoid delusionals. It was
signed by Sir Joseph Rotblat , Nobel
Peace Laureate. It was signed by
Philip Morrison , a physicist and

thanks , environmental plea, restauran t reviewrebuttal

to work alongsid e youl You trul y are
the "finest crew in the fleet."

Br a dley S. Reichek '00

Use ceramic

Over the past few weeks, I' ve
grown increasingly upset about
Colby students using paper and plasticware in the dining halls, I' m referring to the plastic and paper ice
cream dishes, plastic spoons, styrofoam coffee mugs and their plastic
lids, I understand that the disposable
goods need to be there for take-out
and I' m therefore not advocating that
we get rid of the option , But I just
can 't understand the person that sits
in Dana earing ice cream from a plastic cup with a plastic spoon and sipping coffee from a styrofoam mug
with a plastic lid. Maybe someone
can Kelp me out here?
My sentiments have been made
increasing ly more public, ever since I
shared them with my roommates. It
became a sort of competition to see
who could be the "best" roommate
for me, by being the most enviro nmentally conscious, but I'm riot tr ying to promote myself as some great
example. While I appreciate the gesture / I'm not¦ asking for a person al
favor here.
7 I've talked with dinin g services
managers at both Dana end Foss,
bah and J im over at Dana told me
that they have to provide the disposable option because replacing tlie
ceramics ; and silverware tha t studenta would take, out would ty very
expenijye , ^7HjWf J f^ihfj r, 7elio,
stre wed that the,'d |s^knWe jcw§are '
expensive and that they would ther e-

fore prefer studen ts use ceramics and

uting thermal mugs to everyone). If
silverware within the dining halls. mere 's enough interest and a little
My talk with Terry was encouraging motivation, people can get things
because he agreed that starting small done.
can lead to big change. The three of
So if I'm behind you next time at
them also gave me permission to the fro yo machine in Foss, don 't get
hang up signs in the dining halls, in a ceramic bowl out of fear that I'll
the hopes that a little reminder might jump down your throat. Because I
have some sort of impact. My con- won't. But it would put a smile on
versations with them just made it my face to see a little less plastic and
more dear tha t this is mainly an issue a little more ceramic around , espeof students making choices.
dally if it meant that people were
This may not seem like a big deal realizing the power of their actions,
to some of you, but if you think abou t
it, it really is. Being abroad for a year
Melinda Stockmann '40
has increased my consciousness of
where things come from and where
they end up and the huge impact of
the decisions we make as the greatest
consumers in the world. It seems
that we don't give enough thought to
the consequences of our everyday
We were surprised to read
actions , when I asked one of my Meghann Foye's "mixed" review of
friends Why it would be so hard for Buen Appetite in the Oct, 28 issue.
him to switch to re-usable dishes and We've been thrilled and delighted to
spoons, he told me that it was a mat- have a restaurant like Buen Appetite
ter of convenience. Ifs eaay to just in Waterville ever since It opened last
grab a plastic dish when they're sit- spring. We know of no comparable
ting ri ght next to the fro yo machine, authentic Mexican cuisine available
but ifs not that hard to take a little anywhere in the state,
extra time to find a bowl even if it
Buen Appetito, lor instance /
means walking over to the cereal sec- makes their own tortillas , chips, wltion.
sas and other ingredients. The salaas
As Colby students we have so and other sauces are authentic andj
many resources at our disposa l and I freshly spiced, with herbs and other
guess I'd just like to seea little higher Ingredients, Out of over a dozen vislevel of consciousness and motiva- its to the reitaurant, 'veyet to have
we
tion. For example, Nalgene bottles a meal that wasn't terrific. Because
and thermal mugs are a great way to everything is hand- made and freshly
cut down on waste , It makes ma real- done, we have found that the food
ly hap py to see people using these varies in texture and taste from visit
mugs around campus. One oi my to visit. But that's an incredible plus,
friends tells me that Midd lebur y linos every variation has been interactuall y put a petition out and com- esting, While Ms, Foye Is entitled to
pletely eliminated dispouble (Coffee her opinion of the food, a few more
mugs on their campus (after distrib- facts on the cuisine available there

Buen Apetito a
tasty treat

would have presen ted a more balanced picture ,
Like many of the other small,
locally owned businesses that
attempt to provide Waterville with
the kind of cultural diversity we
wouldn 't otherwise have against all
financial odds, Bueno Appetito despera tely heeds all our support to survive. Ifs most disturbing that Ms.
Foye's review will only hurt its
chances ,
But even more disturbing are the
assump tions and attitudes implicit in
the review. Ms. Foye was "expecting
to cross the thre *hold.„into a world of
cacti, cornbread and Corona " and
was disappointed when "the only
avocado I saw came from the 70s
model refrigerator blaring dismally
from the make-shift kitchen. " Bueno
Appetito docs not meet or, thank
goodness, attempt to meet such fauxmariachi expectations , It' s very
pleasantl y decorated; ifs not full of
leftovers from a Tijuana tourist stand.
And, yes, you can see the chef cooking your food. We think thaf s kind
of great. We really don't much care
that Buen Appetito can 't afford the
latest model refri gerator ,
"It seems to offer home-sty le
Mexican food that one could find in a
dive south of the border. " A dive?
Perhaps Ms, Foye and the Echo
should consider the elitism behind
such words and judgments about
people and cultures with less money,
In the meantime, we'll be enjoying
some of tho best food north of the
border.

Ken Eisen '73,
Railroad Square Cinema
Stu Sllversteln , Grand Central
Caf e , Railroad Squats Cinema,

COLBY 2 (OT)
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.

COLBY O
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COLBYS
SOUTHE RN MAINE 2

COLBYS
THOMAS 0

COLBY!
BRIDGEWAT ERO (OT)

School
Williams
Middlebury
TSinity
Amherst
Tufts
Bates
Bowdoin
COLBY
Wesleyan
Conn. College
Hamilton

School
Williams
Bowdoin
Amherst
Middlebury
"taf ia Bates
COLBY .
Hamilton
Conn. College
TWnity
Wesleyan

W
12
12
10
10
9
8
7
6
6
4
2

L T Pet Streak
1 1 .893 WS 1"^
2 0 .857 W6
1 3 .821 U6
3 0 .769 WI
4 1 .679 11
5 1 .607 U3
5 2 . sn V5
4 4 .571 L2
8 0 .429 LI
8 1 .346 LI
12 0 .143 L4

Congratulations to the following NESCAC
teams who made a post-season tournament:
NCAA Tournament -Framing ham St. ®
Bowdoin (11/3/99) winner at Williams
(U/6/99)

FLAYER OF THE WEEK
Christine CDonnell - Colby College
First-year - Forward - Salem, Mass.
With five goals, CDonnell help lead tlie White
Mules to a 2-0-1 week. She started the week by
recording a hat trick in their 3-2 win over
Southern Maine. CDonnell then notched the '
game-winning goal in a 1-0 overtime victory
at Brid gewater State. She ended the week with
a goal in Colby's 2-2 nVwith Bates.

5
7
3
5
6
3
3
3
2

NESCAC Leading Goalkeepers
Name (School)
GP/Min.
Brooke Diamond (Amherst) 14/1350
Rebecca Brooks (Williams) 14/1297
Azure Davey (Ham.)
12/1209
13/1100)
Randee McAidle (Tufts)
Sarah Farmer (Bowdoin)
12/990
Kim Martell (Bates)
14/1216
Ali Connolly (Midd.)
13/1174
Amanda Baltzley (Conn.)
14/1175
Sarah Bradley (Trinity)
12/1013
Abby Kussell (Colby)
9/811
Ella Naef (Wesleyan)
14/1260

NESCAC Leading Scorers
Name (School)
Matt Adler (Tufts)
Andy Kay (Amherst)
Brian Luoma (Bates)
Kyle Dezotell (Midd.)
Andy Apstein (Bates)
Alex Blake (Williams)
John Giannacopoulos (Midd.)
Dimitry Maurice (Hamilton)
Morgan Sandell (Trinity)
Brett MacQuairie (Trinity)
five players tied with 13 points

26

25
25
23
23
22
21
19
19
16

SV
89
39
111
71
60
79
54
104
139
79
191

20
20
19
18
18
17
17
16
16
14

NESCAC Leading Goalkeepers
Name (School)
GP/Min.
9/811
Kyan Spicer (Williams)
Tom Casarella (Bowdoin)
12/1080
Brian Hamm (Midd.)
13/1281
Tom Hambrick-Stowe (Trinity) 12/1085
Dan Spector (Bates)
12/1144
Bill Drum (Amherst)
13/1170
Noah Levine (Wesleyan)
8/675
Steve McDermid (Tufts)
13/1169
14/1207
Doug Bellard (Hamilton)
10/915
Justin Amirault (Colby)
Zach Roth (Conn.)
12/1059

SV
20
45
65
61
48
61
33
57
57
33
7

CO LBY

College
Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
Trinity
Wesleyan
TUfts
Bates
COLBY
Bowdoin
Hamilton

1
2

.

COLBY
BOWDOIN

1
3

School
Amheret
Bates
Bowdoin
COLBY
Conn. College
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W
12
11
12
8
4
3
9
4
8
10
10

L
2
3
2
6
10
11
5
10
6
4
4

Pet
857
.786
.857
.571
.286
214
.643
286
.571
.714
.714

Streak
U12 .
LI
W5
W2
LI
W3
WI
LI
L2
L3
W2

G A P
9 2
7 6
9 1
7 4
5 8
8 1
8 1
8 0
6 4
6 2

17

20 (OT)

BATES

COLBY
BATES

Win%
.958
.846
.750
.731
.654
.625
.625
.500
.500
.346
.464

P LAYER OF THE WEEK
Dave Michener - Amherst College
Sophomore ¦Midfielder - Eden Prairie , Minn
Mchener earns player of the week honors
after leading the Lord Jeffs, tied with
Bowdoin for sixth in New England to a 2-0
week. He notched both goals in their 2-1 victory at No. 9 Tufts. Michener then assisted on
the game-winning goal at Spring field, also
ranked ninth in New England , to give th em a
2-1 overtime win.

ECAC Tournament - Bates @ Wheaton , Colby
@ Amherst , Keene @ Midd., Clark @ Tufts
(11/3/99)

0

L T
0 1
1 .2
3 0
3 1
4 1
4 1
4 1
6 0
6 0
8 1
7 1

Amherst 2, Spring field 1 (OT)
Amherst 2, TUfts l
Bates 5, New England 0
Bates 3, Bowdoin 0
Bowdoin 1, Wesleyan 0
Northwood 2, Connecticut College 1 (OT)
Hamilton 4, Rensselaer 1
Hamilton 5, St John Fisher 0
Palm Bch. Atl. Coll. 1, Connecticut College 0
Salve Regina 2, Wesleyan 1
Trinity 1, Middlebury 0
Tufts 3, Gordon 2
Wheaton 1, Bowdoin 0
Williams 2, MCLA O

Amherst 2, Tufts 1
Bates 3, Southern Maine 0
Bowdoin 1, Mass.-Dartmouth 0
Bowdoin 2, Wesleyan 0
Connecticut College 2, Eastern Conn. 1 (OT)
Middlebury 4, Trinity 0
SUNY-Brockport 1, Hamilton 0
Trinity 1, Wesleyan 0
Tufts 2, Brandeis 0
Williams 4, Connecticut College2
Williams 3, Connecticut Coll. 0
Williams 3.MCLA O

A P

W
11
10
9'
9
8
7
7
6
6
4
6

Game Results Prom Week #7:

Game Results From Week #7:

NESCAC leading Scorers
Name (School)
G
Christine CDonnell (Colby ) 13
Kate CMalley (Bates)
10
Cath y Poor (Amherst)
9
10
Jill Caterer (Williams)
Meg Bonney (Midd.)
9
Lynn Cooper (Tufts)
8
9
Stacey Stamer (Williams)
Caroline Budney (Bowdoin) 8
C.C. Ciafone (Williams)
8
7
Molly Holmberg (Midd.)
three players tied with 35 points

.

Streak
W3
W6
LI
L2
L2
L7
W3
L2
LI
W2
WI

W
6
4
4
4
4
3
2

L
0
2
2
2
2
3
4

PF
188
92
102
115
154
114
97

1
0

5
6

56 163 1406 2034
87 205 1621 2035

2

4

PA
44
78
104
61
111
99
119

YRDS
2284
1823
1946
1854
2235
1899
2045

ALWD
1341
1363
1989
1754
2006
1929
1922

117 141 1568 1894

Game Results From October 30
Amherst 10, TUfts 7;
Middlebury 14, Trinity 10
Wesleyan 35, Bowdoin 14;
Williams 42, Hamilton 13;
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Offensive Player of the Week
Paul Erickson (Bates - Sr, - RB - 5'10" - 1851bs
Merrimack, N.H.)
Erickson helped Bates record its second win
in a season since 1990 by amassing 202 allpurpose yards in a 20-17 victory , over Colby.
Erickson paced the Bobcat ground game with
125 yards on 27 carries, On the second play
from scrimmage , Erickson ripped off a 44yard rush that set up Bates' first score of the
afternoon , Later in the game he caught a 32
yard pass for a score while also returning two
kickoffa for 49 yards (24,5 org.).

Game Results From Week #7:
Amherst 2, T\jfts 1
Bates 2, Southern Maine 1
Middlebury 7, Plymouth State 2
Middlebury 4, Trinity 0
Springfield 2, Williams 0
Trinity 3, Keene State 0
Wesleyan 2, Bowdoin 0
Wesleyan !, Trinity 0 (OT)
Williams 3, Connecticut College 1
Congratulations to the following NESCAC
teams who made a post-season tournament:
NCAA Tournament - Amherst vs, Gettysburg
(• Skid.), Bowdoin © Springfield (U/6/99)

Defensive Player of the Week
Glenn Shormnn (Wesleyan - Fr , - LB - 6'3" ¦
2O01bs - Chopachet , R.I.)
The rookie recorded 14 total tackles (10 solo)
and intercepted a pass at tho Wesleyan five
yard line nnd returned it 37 yards to kill a
Bowdoin drive and help the Cardinals post a
35-14 victory ,

ECAC Tournament • TVfts O Bates, Midd. O
We*., Colby © Wellesley,Will. O Mt. Holyoke
(U/3/99)
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Taiyn Hutchlns-Ciblbi - Wesleyan University
J unior - Goalkeeper • Concord, N.K.
Hutchlns-Cablbi had an impressive week as
she recorded two shutouts to bring her season total to five and led the Cardinals to a 2-0
week,Altar making two saves In a 1-0 overtime win over Trinity, Hutchlns-Cabibi collected seven stops In the 2-0 shutout at
Bowdoin, ranked 11th nationall y,

Rookie of the Week
Brlon Fabrlzlo (TVInlty - Fr, • TB - 5'10" •
I951bs - Norwell, Mass.)
Fabrizl o onco again led the Trinity offense,
Fabrizio rushed for 157 yards on 27 carries
and caught two passes, as well.

NESCAC Leading Scorer *

Naiw (School)
G A P
Competitive League Standings
Heather Hawes (Bowdoin) 19 8 46
W
L
3
0
Team jnko.
All*Stechenberg(Amherst) 10 7 27
Sgt, LaGunrdlas
3 •
0
Dana Chlvvls (toils)
11 4 26
loam Flllh
3
0
Glruw Hurley (Dates)
9 5 23
2
l
Short Fat Nihilists
A. J, Smith (Wesleyan)
9 5 23
Watorvillo PD
2
1
Nina Johnson (Midd,)
10 2 22
Stoddard Meadows 1
• 1
Nahil B«tmanghelld)(Mldd.) 9 4 22
Tough Bustards
1
2
8 6 22
Johamwrlabb (Bowdoin)
2
Tough Bustards ' " 1
Maura Trail (Wesliysr)
, 7 7 21
¦ 1
2
Blophanl|ll»
9 0 18
JdhlsFarrar (Bates) '
2
¦ , BGS OoopW I Won't 0,
RobynneDeCaprlo(Colby)
:. ,;¦ ¦• B " '2 - 18 „ Tltym Ndd Flanders
0 ¦
3 ,¦ ¦
¦;
'8¦
¦
7 •
fiwah Tlteall(Midd,)'
iSTwtt
J ^j JWam '847' ' •' ••' '
0;
3;
''
' '¦
" '
¦ ¦¦ '
' ¦¦ ' . ,
'
'
•
;,
;
;
<
.
'
,
<•
,
.
'
,
"
<: .
:;" ^'i
. if'
'
.
Dipportlva Lrtdlen , 0
3
NBJCACUadlng G<m1|cmjm»- 7; 7 77 7'
,,
(School)
GP/MIn,
Name
SV
Recreational Standings
14/1023 39
NthSewing(Amlwrst)
( '3 '
Sharksw/;.;
0
Uurinntch (Bowdoin)
14/063 65
Cherry Poppas
3
1
1sryn Hutchln»-C»blbl(WM.) 13/665 64
Mary Lo^ Riders
, , 1,
2
KnMht8,whb |iay 'Nl' 277 77, 2
r«gfiV Fifty (UAtsi) 7 7 H/966 ; . 116
Symbianase),,.' Army 1
2
14/912 126
Jane8wven*(Colby)
' .' . 12/W9\.; 77
OtrMB|o»nfnirtsK ,7,
.Kuhlman fc , the Gang ,1 :>¦ 7¦; 2
14/1002 103 tf.Ttytfcflpfcu 'j, 7 .' 7- ,171.; ,,:. a ¦;.
Jen AI»y(Wllllami) '
,2 ,
Bran ,l „
B««iK«ndall(Mldd.)
-14/J0O1 HI , Cri)cWln'Oat
r ' ' '" '
X ' ]7 '72 ' '
JessicaMartin (TVInlty)
14/994 187 "Jejim 8KiB "'i
(forfeited out)
Juggernauts
13/W5 112
KsH*SUrn (Conn)
14/1020
214
,lo«naGonul*s(H»m,)
¦
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MELANEE GURYANSKY / THE COLBY ECHO

Brendan McGillick '01 slams Bates quarterback Matthew Bazirgan into the ground. The Colby defense pressure Bazirgan all afternoon
and forced him into two interceptions. But the Bobcats laughed last, scoring in overtime to win 20-17.

Bobcats drop Mules in OT
By MATTAPUZZO
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Bates Bobcats are making a
habit out of just edging out the
Mule football team. In 1997 the
Mules lost by one point after backto-back field goal attempts failed.
Last year, the Bobcats outlasted the
Mules after the potential gametying pass slipped out of Miguel
Gonzalez's fingers at the Bobcats'
10-yard line.
Saturday, the Mules dropped
their third consecutive game to the
Bobcats 20-17 in overtime. The
squad had a .chance to tie the game
on its last possession, but the 26yard, last-chance effort by kicker
Keith Jonassen '02 sailed wide left.
"It was definitel y disappointing," said Jonassen, who didn't miss
a field goal or extra point last season. "It happens, and unfortunately
it happened at the wrong time."
The Bobcats jumped onto the
board early, scoring twice early
behind a 16-yard run from, quarterback Matthew Bazirgan and a 32yard pass from Bazirgan to Paul
Erickson. Down 14-0, the Mules
found themselves in an early hole.
"We knew that we could play
with them," said quarterback Matt
Smith '00. "There was no doubt
when they went up 14-0 that we
were going to make a game out of
it."
They did make a game out of it,
and quickly. Starting at midfield
after a botched kickoff, the Mules
marched down the field to set up a
Thomas Keblin '00 touchdown run.
Alex Clark '01 picked off a pass
on the next series and returned it
into the Bobcats' red zone, setting
up a reverse to Dan Noyes '02,

Kfoyes' run put the Mules into the
endzone and tied the game 14-14 at
the half.
The Mule defense swarmed the
Bobcats after the break. Jon
Zadrozny '00, Brendan McGillick
'01 and Michael DiStefano '03 were
in the backfield on nearly every
play, hurrying Bazirgan and pressuring him into bad decisions.
But despite inspired play by the
def ense and punt teams in the third
quarter, the Mule offense was
unable to put any points on the
board, a fact coach Torn Austin says
helped cost the team the win.
We were a little out of synch,"
said Smith. "It was weird because
we looked really good in the second
quarter, and we just couldn't find
the sequence of plays to get things
going."
Both teams failed to put points
on the board in the third, but it was
Bates that came out of the quarter
on top, having weathered the storm
of the Colby scoring opportunities
without giving up ground.
"It was fr u strating becau se we
let a team like Bates - who you really need to put away early because
they keep fighting - we let them stay
in the game," said Smith.
Jonassen split the uprights midway through the fourth quarter
from 32 yards out to give the Mules
the three-point lead. With the way
the Colby defense was playing, it
appeared as if the Bobcats were
going to come up short.
But Bobcats kicker Rejean
Guerriero capped a Bates drive with
a 33-yard kick of his own to tie the
game and send it to overtime.

Mules to score or lose the game.
On the first play from scrimmage, Smith found Noyes on the
Bobcats sideline, putting the Mules
nine yards away from victory.
"That was exactly what we were
looking for," said Smith. "We've
had nothing but success with that
play all season."
Two plays later, Smith nearly
ended the game. Fighting off a blitz
from both corners, he slipped a pass
into the endzone that was nearly
hauled in by Andrew Tripp '01. The
ball just slipped through his outstretched arms.
"I didn't see the play," said
Smith. "I was on my back, but the

tough part was that we were looking to go to the other receiver. Tripp
was the decoy in that situation. If he
did come up with it, he's the hero,
but it wasn't supposed to go that
way."
After Jonassen's missed field
goal, the Mules fall to 2-4 and the
Bobcats have a chance to take the
CBB crown with a win Saturday
over Bowdoin. If the Polar Bears
win, then the Mules can take a 3way tie for the title in two weeks
with a win in Brunswick.
The squad is home Saturday to
host the Tufts Jumbos, who handed
the Mules a double-digit loss last
season .

Guerriero split the uprights
MELANIE GURYANKSY THE COLBY ECHO
again on the Bobcats' first posses- J oseph Murray '02 gets wrapped up in the open field b/ y a Bobcats
sion, putting the pressure on the d efen d er in Satur d ay 's loss.

SOCCER: Early lapses lead to def ea t
Con tinued from page twelve
during the beginning of the game.
Both of the Bates goals were a
result of Colby's inability to clear
the ball out of its own end. Many of
the passes from Colby 's defenders
appeared to be headed nowhere.
Colby midfielders didn't do a good
job getting open, and Bates attackers easily picked off many of the
passes and were able to beat Colby
defenders one-on-one to create
great scoring chances that they did
not fail to convert. Bates also did a
good job of reversing the ball in its
defensive backfield to throw the
Colby defense off-balance and create space for the attackers torun
with the ball and find open men.
Colby started to wake up after
the first 10 minutes. The Mules
brought their defense further up
the field in an effort to create some
offense and ns a result controlled
the ball much more efficiently and

majority of loose balls in his area.
In the 28th minute, Colby had
another good chance when Keenan
fired a cross to a wide open Eric
Saucier. Saucier got his head on the
ba ll, but unfortunately shot the ball
directly at the goalie for an easy
save.
The game remained at 2-0 up
until the final minutes. Colby controlled the ball pretty well and
played a very physical and aggressive style and soccer in an effort to
win more balls, but simply could
reached many more loose balls. not put the ball in the net. Colby
Nick Crawford provided a pair of had its share of chances, but as it
great chances in the fifth and 16th has for much of the season the
minutes, both times blasting shots team suffered from a lack of a true
toward theupper right corner finisher or a potent scoring combiwhich the goalie just got a hand on nation.
to tip them over the crossbar.
"It was not so much that they
Colby also enjoyed another solid had more chances than we did,"
game from captain nnd left wing said Serdjenian , "It wns just that
Pat Keenan, who provided many they converted and we did not.
very good crosses and scrappy You're only going to have so many
play, fighting for and winning the good scoring chances in a game

and you're going to have to convert some of them if you want to
win the game. If each team has five
good chances and the opponent is
able to convert three of them, its
going to be a tough game to win."
For the majority of the second
half Colby was not able to put
many shots on goal. Bates, holding
a 2-0 lead, simply collapsed its
defense back toward the middle
and did not allow any passes to
penetrate into the box. Many times
it seemed like Colby passed the
ball toward the net but there was
no one there to receive the ball.
Colby's only real chance of the half
came in the 69th minute when
Jaime Lue received a Keenan cross
with his back to the net and bicycled the ball over the crossbar from
a few feet away.
In the final minute the Bobcats
tacked on a last goal off of a
rebound for the final margln of vic":¦ ¦:-;
tory.
\
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OF THE WEEK

Stephanie Zegras '00
Zegras scored the second goal for the
women's soccer team in its 2-2 comeback tie
against Bates on Saturday. The tie means that
Colby will advance to ECAC (Eastern College
Athletic Conference) playoffs.

JENNY O'DONELL / THE COLBY ECHO

Women 's Soccer Makes Comeback to Tie Bates 2-2
BY DAVE KIRTLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

K

The women's soccer team battled
back to a tie on Saturday, after falling
^ behind 2-0 early in their game
against Bates. The game then went
^
into double overtime, but despite a
dozen close calls, neither team was
able to put the game away.The game
would have determined which of
the two teams advances to ECAC
(Eastern
College
Athletic
^Championship.) With the tie, the
. team will advance.
Colby's goals were scored by
' Stephanie Zegras '00 and Christine
O'Donnell '03. O'Donnell now
' extends her Colby scoring record f or
goals in a season with thirteen.
"I think we could easily have
won," said O'Donnell. "It's disappointing, but at the same time we
can't really complain because of how
well we played."
"It was really exciting to come
(?•back from being down 2-0," said
Zegras. "When we played kind of
*~ slow in the first half, to come back
rand takeit to them."
Bates dominated the first half of
the game, scoring an early goal and
keeping pressure on the Colby net.
The Mules had difficulty clearing the
ball, and seldom advanced the ball
past midfield " without having it be
Ifr stripped away by a Bates player.
There were several shots against the
*" Colby goal, and a number of dangerj ous balls which rolled across the

goal mouth. The Bates score would
cer tainly have been higher if not for
conf ident goa ltendi ng by Abby
Kussell '02.
Bates scored their second goal
midway through the first half, when
a dangerous ball in front of the net
was knocked out to a waiting Bates
forward, who drilled the ball high
across the face of the goal into the far
corner.
Colby had only a handful of
offensive drives in the first half, but
they made one of them count. Katie
Egan '02 played the ball perfectly
into the middle for O'Donnell, who
managed to edge around two
def en ders and get off a shot, which
defl ected off the goalie's gloves., but
still rolled into the net.
It was a striking turnaround at
the start of the second half, as the
Mules came out very strong and
kept almost constant pressure on the
Bates backfield. O'Donnell had
another scoring opportunity,but the

JENNY O'DONNELL / THE COLBY ECHO

Step hanie Zegras '00 kicks the ball away from a Bates fullback.
Bates keeper grabbed the ball.
Colby's second goal came off a
beautiful shot by Zegras. She turned
the ball, and quickly chipped it up
over the head of her defender. The
ball floated in a high arc over the
outstretched hand of the leaping
Bates' keeper, and fell into the back
of the net.
"Everyone's screaming, 'Shoot!
Shoot!" said Zegras. "I took my
time, just hoping it would hit the
net. I was pretty psyched , It was
nice to just put in a goal in my last
game, in front of a Parent's
Weekend crowd,"
Bates mounted a counter-offensive late in the second half, A perfect
Bates cross was knocked away by
Kussell, but bounced off the shoulder of a leaping Bates player and
almost went into the goal, Moments
later, the ball was passed to a wideopen Bates forward who shot the
ball just over the crossbar.
In overtime, it was a fast-moving,

JENNY O'DONNELL / THE COLBY ICHO

Zegras races for the ball in Sa turday 's game against Bates.
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back-and-forth game with many
scoring opportunities. In double
overtime, a seemingly inevitable
goal by Colby was blocked by an
amazing diving save by the Bates
keeper. Colby shot one wide, and
another was headed around in
front of the Bates goal, but eventually knocked away.
A committee will meet to determine which team advances to
ECAC. The Mules should learn the
result by noon on Monday.
"I hope they think about it long
and hard," said Zegras. "We've
come up on top in the last five
games. We've definitely peaked at
the end of our sea'soh this year,"
Still, even if the committee hadn't choosen in their favor, the
women's soccer team wouldn't be
dissatisfied with their effort this
year.
"If that was our last game, I
think it was a great last game to end
on," said Zegras.

on national rowing map
By ERIK CHUMMIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Three years ago, men's novice
crew coach Peter Steertstra sensed
something special about a group of
six freshmen rowers. Steenstra modeled the group's technique and training after the Canadian national team,
and the results paid off when his firstyear rowers beat the Colby varsity
boat in a practice race that spring.
: A week later, this underdog Colby
novice boat crushed Boston College
in the finals of the New England
Championships to avenge its only
loss of the spring and became the first
New England champion boat in
Colby's history. The squad finished
third at the prestigious Dad Vail
Regatta that season and was granted
year-round varsity status by the
Athletic Department.
Thus began the career of what has
easily become one of the most successful dasses in Colby crew history.
This spring will be the last season f or
the six men who stunned the upperdassmen three years ago. The six
graduating seniors of the men's crew
team - Dave Sherwood, Andy Miller,
Colin Truex, Sean Neville, Tyler
Peterson and Chris LaPointe - will
leave Mayflower Hill with a winning
tradition in their wake.
"This dass has won more medals
in three year of rowing then most
people do in a lifetime/' said coach
Mark Davis.
The next season, six oarsman in
the varsity eight were sophomores
and their winning ways continued,
finishing third at New England's and
fifth at the Champion International
Regatta - rowing's equivalent of
nationals. Their accomplishments
were rivaled only by the second varsity eight, which dominated its field
in New Englands and finished a dose
third at Champions.
With much of the team abroad, little pressure was placed on winning
during the fall of last year. However,
the remaining rowers thrived in the
low-pressure environment and
cruised to an impressive finish at the
world's most coveted race, the Head
of the Charles. Led by stroke
Sherwood and five-seat Sean Neville,
Colby placed fifth out of 79 crews and
was the top college finisher in the

dub event. Then in the spring.of '99
the men's crews again staged impressive, outings;at both New England's,
as the varsity eight placed second,
while the second varsity won for the
second year in a row. At Champions
the varsity placed sixth, "but was the
top Division III finisher, and the second varsity finished in a very dose
second place to the University of
Michigan.
It was at the end of that spring
when the men realized their goal of
being the top Division IU team in the
n&tion.
"Three years ago no one wanted to
race us and now everyone wants to,"
said Davis.
Despite the loss of valuable rowers to graduation and personal reasons, the men's team continued to
impress this year. Competing in the
championship eights at the Head of
the Charles - against the likes of the
world champion U.S. National Team,
Princeton, Harvard and Yale - the
men's eight finished 31st, behind
only one other Division HI boat.
With the fall completed, the
seniors look to this spring to finish
their college careers with a bang. Few
college students compete in three
varsity sports, but to be a competitive, successful collegiate rbwer practicing year-round is a given. These six
men have been training six times a
week for the past four years; if hot on
Messalonskee Lake or Stream, then in
the athletic center next to the aerobics
room or running up Heights hill.
Crew, like running, wrestling and
swimming is a pure sport; there is no
ball to get in the way or puck to handle. It is only athlete against athlete,
with no score or interfering variables
like referees or home court advantage
to thank for a win or blame for a loss.
Though pure, crew is also an odd
sport. Pulling on an oar so hard you
pass out, throw up, and make your
hands bleed is something most people find strange - especially if you dp
it at five in the morning.
But unifying your efforts with
eight others and suffering through
such hardships and challenges as the
sport of crew imposes creates a sense
of camaraderie that is rarely matched.
Just ask those six seniors.

Volleyball adviances to
NESCAC tournament
BY SUZANNE SKINNER
STAFF WRITER

Colby's Women's Volleyball team
placed second in the State of Maine
Intercollegiate
Volleyball
Championships on Friday and
Saturday. Losing to Bates in the final
match, the White Mules are happy
about their playing and optimistic
about the NESCAC tournament next
week.
Colby went into the tournament
ranked second out of all the Maine
teams, Facing the University of Maine
at Presque Isle, the Colby women
started strortg1.' '
"We played really well. Our hitting
was outstanding," said Captain
Melissa Fiebelkom '00.
Easily defeating the University,the
women went on to p lay Bowdoin.
Starling strong, Colby raced through
the first two games, easily winning.
Unfortunately, the Bowdoin team was
determined to win at least one game,
Colby lost the next two games.
With a tied score, the White Mules
were not going to let Bowdoin, one of
their archrivals win the game. They
pulled together and beat Bowdoin in
ihe last game, Although they were
glad they beat Bowdoin, the team

feels their playing was not as strong as
it could have been. I think we had a
lapse against Bowdoin; we should
have beat them in three games,
[instead of five],isays LaurelBurnham
'03.
Only Bates, which was ranked
number one, stood in the way of the
tournament title. Living up to their
reputation, Bates defeated the White
Mules 3-0.
"We played very well against
Bates, much better than the score
showed," said Burnham. .
The White Mules are pleased with
they way they played both in the
tournament and throughout the season. The team has really improved
since the beginning of the season.
"Everybody is used to each other,"
sa id Melan ie Newton '03.
The Mu les are looking forward to
the NE SCAC tournament, where they
will be facing some of their biggest
rivals. Expecting to be ranked either
fifth or sixth, Burnham says "We've
played with Bates, if they're ranked
second , we can def initely go higher
than sixth."
"We've playe d really wel l the las t
half of the season and are looking forward to the tournament," says
Fiebelkom.
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Sports Editor: David Klrtiey
Making Colby Proud:
Christine O'Dbnhell was named
7NESCAC Player of the Week
O'Donnell leads the league in
scoring and has the school 's
season record with 13 goals ,
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Swamp
Girl
s
Women 's rugby team f i nds f un means just adding mud
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Laura Levings '03 played tennis in high school.
But today, she is covered in mud, gripping Lara
Bonn '00 in a headlock. The enthusiastic screams
of her teammates fill the air as she picks up a
handful of mud and smears it through Bonn's
hair.
Welcome to the condusion of women's rugby
practice. It is raining and cold and the field that
has loeen named the swamp is living up to its
murky name.
A perfect day for rugby,
"I was looking for sbrnething a little more
aggressive," said the 5-foct-2-inch, 11,5-pound
Levings. "It sounded like fun to be able to take
girls out. Kind of like football but a little tougher
because you don't wear pads."
The squad is 1-4, with its only win coming Oct.
16 against the University of Maine at Farrnington.
The Mules are home this Saturday to host Bates in
a battle to stay out of the conference cellar.
After the varsity squads were unable to pull
out a win against the Bobcats last weekend, Amy
Reznitsky '02 says the women ruggers are ready
to manage a victory over the Bobcats.
While the Mules have a losing record, the team
has not lost a game by more than seven points - a
sum easily made up by a single try. The close
games have led to a feeling of confidence for a
squad with a lot of young talent on the roster.
"I think we have the skill," said Reznitsky. "I
just think we need to work on our intensity and
keeping that intensity up during crudal points in
the game."
The sport has grown in popularity in recent
years, due in part to the success of the men's team
on a national level.
"The men's success is definitely motivating us
to have a successful season of our own," said
Reznitsky.
But what is even more alluring than winning is
the opportunity to get down in the mud for a few
hours each day and shed the female stereotype.
"1 tried it out the first week and ifs ju st the
coolest sport I've ever played in my life," said
Amanda Kellar '03.
"I know ifs not really ladylike to be tackling
people but ifs so great," said Kathleen Riley '01.
"I think ifs a good way to balance things," said
Levings. "You can be a girl and then go out and
get mu ddy and ta ckle people. Ifs a paradox I
guess. I know it confuses a lot people,"
Kellar s nickname is "pigpen," a name she says
she received because she is constantly in the mud,
oftentimes with Levings and other raucous members of the team.
"When you're muddy, it's more fun," said
Kellar. "You're down there and you're muddy so
you might as well be more muddy."-
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Kellar will also be the first to admit she has
been kicked out of Dana dining hall after practice
for being too dirty. Kellar was a large part of the
chokehold incident with Bonn and Levings. She
also instigated a group slide down the hill leading
to the "swamp," something she says she is proud
of.
Levings agrees.
"Ifs only fun when it's muddy," she said. "Ifs
so much fun to get dirty."
But rugby players will be the first to point out
that they aren't a fringe group of students. The
same group of women that dive in the mud have
one of the hi ghest concentration of Head
Residents and dorm presidents of any sport on
Mayflower Hill. They are, they say,just an average
cross section of Colby women who know how to
have fun and aren't afraid to show that side of
their personalities.
"We can still be lad y like," said Bonn. "Just
because we like to get dirty doesn't mean we can't
be ladies."
But that doesn't mean it is a good idea to go
head to head with the rugby team. Its members
have been through the battles and they- have the
scars to prove it. Whaf s more, th ey love their
scrapes and bruises.
Courtney Cease '01 cut open her leg at a recent
practice. The mud and rain combined for a gruesome looking scene. After making a tackle in a
drill, she returned to a cheering groxip of ruggers,
all admiring her battle wound.
"Cuts are the best in the rain," sa id one
woman. "The blood gets on all our clothes and we
look badass."

Thaf s pretty much the sentiment among the
niggers — bruises and scrapes and bumps are
good. All the things their mothers told them to
avoid are the things they relish most today.
"We show each other the bruises the next
game, the bigger the better," said Levings.
"They're the batde wounds, the little prizes to
show at the end." '
Those little prizes combine to make the rugby
team one of the tightest groups on campus. They
play together, bleed together and party together.
Part of the sodal dynamic, in fact, is the "naming"
of rookies. Nearly all ruggers get a so-called rugby
name that follows them throughout their years on
Mayflower Hill
Some, like sophomores Carolyn "Bruiser"
Lindley and Kate "Hicky" Nastou are easy
enough to decipher. Others, such as Caitlin
"Keeks" McDon ald '03 and Ashley "Smooth"
Brooks '00 require an understanding of the players and their histories.
"I actually don't know all the girls' names,"
said Levings. "I know most of them by their nicknames."
With 18 freshmen on tlie team, the future of
women's rugby at Colby seems secure. But Bates
is tlie next thing on the squad's mind before the
winter break sets in. The Mules will be practicing
in the swa mp every day unti l then, getting dirty
and sharing battle scars, If it sounds crazy, Riley
says it is just because the critics haven't tried it,
"Anyone who would look at us like that would
be jealous more than any thing," she said. " Thaf s
the sprit of rugby — the cold,the mud, the games,
the hitting. Ifs all part of the allure of the sport."
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The Mule field hockey team
had a disap pointing end to a generally strong season this week,
fallin g in their last two games at
home against In-sta te arch-rival
schools Bowdoin 3-1 on Tuesda y,
and Bates 2-1 on Saturda y, The
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played

Wellesley on

Wednesda y in the first round of
the ECAC tournament.
Colby came out strong in the
game against Bowdoin , but a
penalty shot that gave Bowdoin a
1-0 lead reversed the momentum
of the snatch. The Mules were on
the defensive for most, of the
game , playing again st a squad of
Polar Bears who had a noticeable
size advantage ,
Bowdoin scored its second
goal midway throug h the second
half wlien the ball was knocked
arou nd in front of the net and
finally put in to give the Polar
Bears a 2-0 lead ,
f The Mules fought back, howeyef,,afi Sarah Brawn '02 broke up
al^v^iM*clearing attemp t arid
cnrriddthe Ball down (he sidelines
for n shot that went into tho side
netting of the goal ,; Shprtiy nNe^
war ds, Melarue Estrelln '00 played
a corrwr shot but to'itfie, pffcf istv
whore the . ball was . perfectly
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then struck by Marda Ingriiham
'Oty twun ^
led Bowdoin defense and ' rolling
into the right-han d corner of the

goal,
Now down 2-1 with just four
minutes to go, Colby pulled ils
goalie in a last-ditch at tempt to tie
the game, Bowdoin responded
with a fast break , moving the ball
quickly up the field and knocking
it into the undefended Colb y goal
to seal the game at 3-1.
There was a lot of energy at the
Bates game on Saturday , both on
the field and in the stands. The
Bobcats got off to nn earl y 1-0 lead ,
which they held throug hout the
first half.
Most of Colby 's best scoring
opportunities came on corners.
Colby had a good scoring opportunit y in the second half when
Melnnie Estrella '00 hit a perfect
cross into the goal area. The Mules
played the subsequent corner perfectly, and the ball was borely
stopped by the Bates keeper, who
sprawled feet-first on the ground
in front of the shot.
There was n lot of pressure on
the Colby goal late in the second
half, Ingraham played scr appy
defense in front of the goal, keeping Colby alive by diving to knock
shots away the net, The Botes
team Harassed keeper J ane
Stevens '01 with shots , She saved
many of them, but Bates knocked
a rebound in past her outstretched
foot for their second goal of the
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runner takes off downf ieldivhile pursuers \
f r o mUMO take chace. Tlie Mules are 1-4
with one game with Bates lef t to play.

Early lapses lead
to soccer dow nfall

Field hockey finishes with
losses to Bowdoin, Bates

By DAVEKIRTLEY

AMITY BURR /THE COLBY ECHO

Top, Colb y women set into the scrum bef ore
p lay starts at the "swamp/' Bottom, a Mule

BY BEN SEXTON
STAFF WRITER

JENNY O'DONNMX/ THE COUW ECHO

Sarah Brown '02 works the hall down the sideline recently,
Tlie Mules lost their final twoga mes to Bates and Bowdoin,

FOOTBALL
The team loses a

heartbreaker to Bates

MEN'S CREW
Senior rowers
^
oohtr(ill)ute to a pjtept
season ,Incredible four

On a beau t ifu l Paren t s'
Weekend afternoon , the Colb y
men' s soccer team was unable
to overcome an earl y pair of
Bates goals and eventuall y fell
to the Bobcats 3-0, The loss
dropped Colby 's record to 6-7
and forces the Mules to win
their remaining two games
against Bowdoin and Amherst
to finish die season with a winning record .
After tlie first 10 minutes of
the game, Colby found Itself
staring at a 2-0. deficit. In the
seventh minu te Bates had a
two-on-two breakaway on the
left side, The Bates left wing
raced in toward the center ,
faked a pass to the forward
running In on tlie right side,
and then rolled a shot from
near the right post into the
lower left corner for the first

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

the team advances to
' ECACs following Its tie
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goal.
One minu te later , a Ba t es
midfielder beat his man on the
left side and lofted a perfect
cross to the left side that was
headed off of the crossbar ,
Unfortunatel y for the Mules,
the rebound fell to the.fee t of
ano ther Bates player who easily
put the ball in the lower right
corner of the net for a 2-0 lead v
"I don't want to say that our
team enme out flat ," said Colby
coach Mark Serdjenian, "bu t it
was disappoi nting to see our
team fall behind so quickl y
based on a couple of earl y mental errois , A 2-0 deficit really
makes you play a different style
of soccer for the rest of the
game,"
Colby did in fact look somewhat flat for the first part of the
first hall, The defense in particular had a great deal of trouble
See SOCCER , contin ued on
pag e ll 7 ,
7 77 (7

